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Abstract
Molecular Dynamics is an atomistic computational tool that has become popular due to its
ability to predict nano-scale fluid phenomena. For studying flows, a non-equilibrium method
is implemented involving characterization of boundary and other conditions to properly sim-
ulate the flow. Using a leap-frog integration scheme in conjunction with immersed boundary
treatment and a stochastic model, this code is suitable for flow calculations in any type of
geometry.
Lattice Boltzmann is a meso-scale continuum solver that has also become popular re-
cently due to its relative efficiency in solving flow patterns compared to Navier-Stokes im-
plementations. This work utilizes a Lattice Boltzmann code which is optimized for the novel
architecture.
Graphics processors are a novel paradigm for performing scientific computation. With
recent advances in the programming structure on graphics processors, large speedups are
able to be gained at an economical price compared to traditional CPU solvers.
In this study, Molecular Dynamics and Lattice Boltzmann have been coupled to solve
problems in the nano-scale regime. Molecular Dynamics is utilized to solve near wall regions
while Lattice Boltzmann solves the rest of the domain. This is implemented using a novel
method on the Graphics Processing Unit, showing speed increases of 5-10x for purely Molec-
ular Dynamics, and 50-75x for purely Lattice Boltzmann compared to a modern CPU. We
examine physics of straight and bellow channels using the individual solvers and the hybrid
solver to show the viability of these methods implemented on Graphics Processing Units.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter will discuss the motivation behind the present research. One contemporary
problem existing in biological systems will be described from the perspective of applicability
of the current work in helping to advance the understanding of flow patterns in nanochannels
existing in the bone. The novel architecture choice for this research, the Graphics Processing
Unit (GPU) will also be introduced and its benefits and drawbacks elucidated. A brief outline
will supplant this material to provide a guide for this thesis.
1.1 Motivation of the Research
This work has motivation in two areas: physics and implementation. The physics aspect
arises from the lack of understanding of flow physics in micro and nanometer sized channels,
and the desire to reveal important characteristics. The computational component, the im-
plementation on novel architecture, is largely motivated by the computationally demanding
nature of molecular dynamics and the need to implement it efficiently to be able to simulate
realistic geometries in reasonable amounts of time. The gain from this work is additional
insight into flow physics at these small scales, and a contribution in novel implementation
to speed up research progress in this area.
The typical approach for solving any sort of flow problem has been traditionally to use a
continuum based method, such as discretizing the Navier-Stokes equations. However, it has
been shown and quantified that there is a channel size for which molecular effects can no
longer be neglected, as done with continuum methods. Here, the entry of a atomistic solver
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like Molecular Dynamics is necessary to resolve the length scales that cannot be captured
with continuum approaches.
However, atomistic time steps are extremely computationally demanding and can require
millions to merely advance a few nano seconds in time. This is where a coupling process
would be extraordinarily useful. In this research, the Lattice Boltzmann method is chosen
for this task due to its efficiency and ability to resolve mesoscale problems. With a coupled
method, the additionally accuracy of Molecular Dynamics can be gained in the near-wall
regions, while the continuum nature of Lattice Boltzmann allows larger timesteps to be able
to simulate the bulk flow in a finite amount of time.
1.2 Biological Application
An important problem which is an application of the present work is understanding the
nature of flow in bones. In any mammal, bone exists as a highly hierarchical structure to
promote transport of essential fluids and solids, ensuring correct function and growth. Figure
1.1 displays this structure, which highlights the different levels of the structure. In Figure
1.2 are canaliculi, tortuous channels that have roughly circular geometries with a diameter
of 100 nm. These channels connect between oval bodies known as lacunae, which each house
one osteocyte - the bone cells responsible for the formation of bone.
These osteocytes, and as a result the network of canaliculi, are vital to the function
of bone as the basis of structure of mammals, and there are many contemporary issues
regarding the understanding of how osteocytes are signaled to begin bone modeling. One
such theory is known as mechanotransduction, originally investigated by Wang et al. [2].
Mechanotransduction postulates that cells are activated to begin remodeling by the nature
of the flow around the cell. These flow signals may consist of certain cutoff levels of shear
stress or strain, or even that different types of pressure drops serve as the signal for modeling.
By providing better understanding the flow physics, the theory of mechanotransduction could
2
Figure 1.1: Hierarchical structure in mammalian bone [1]
be better understood.
Since the equipment does not exist to experimentally investigate flow in channels on the
order of size of canaliculi, there is a great demand for computational methods to provide
insight into the nature of the flows. At this size, these are nearly the smallest channels that
transport fluids in bone and as such wall effects become extremely important, requiring an
atomistic solver to resolve. As can be seen in Figure 1.2, canaliculi are very tortuous and
also very long. As such, to analyze the flow, it is important to have a solver capable of
handling complicated boundary conditions, therefore being able to properly resolve the flow,
and one that can perform calculations in a reasonable amount of time.
3
Figure 1.2: Nano sized canaliculi channels in bone [1].
1.3 Tortuous Channels
To the end of exploring canaliculi, the main thrust of the present research is to theoretically
investigate channels that have similar characteristics and dimensions. Specifically, wavy
channels are investigated using the methods developed for this research. At the continuum
scales, bellow channels have been thoroughly examined, but at the micro and nano-scale,
there has not been substantial work to investigate the flow physics. To represent the canali-
culi, different geometries are simulated. The basic forms of the bellowed channel are found
in Figure 1.3, and the resemblance as an idealized canalicular passage is easily recognized.
(a) Planar channel (b) Bellowed channel
Figure 1.3: Channel geometries simulated in this thesis
1.4 GPU Architecture
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) intended for scientific research have only recently become
available. They have quickly become popular for researchers looking for significant gains in
performance at an economical price for a single workstation. As of 2010, NVIDIA is the
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primary supplier of said graphics processors and are utilized in the research for this thesis.
Although the coupling nature of this approach saves substantial time compared to a
pure atomistic calculation, the process is still quite expensive. GPUs have emerged as
a highly parallel, extremely efficient architecture for which to run scientific programs, in
particular computational fluid dynamics. By implementing the described algorithms on
this architecture, problems that were previously unrealistic due to the long computation
times are now reasonable. For this research, GPUs allow more problems to be studied with
higher resolution - an important advantage when studying problems of this length scale.
Additionally, only a single workstation is required to perform calculations that previously
would have required supercomputers.
A disadvantage of the GPU is that the latest available processor, the Tesla, only realizes
its speed advantages when single precision is used. However, based on comparisons to the
programs developed on the CPU with double precision, precision losses appear to be minimal.
1.5 Outline of the Thesis
This introduction has served to familiarize the reader with the type and application of the
present research, specifically paying attention to the potential biological significance of this
work. In the following chapter, the literature associated with the various aspects of this
research is thoroughly reviewed. Chapter 3 presents the specifics and discussion of the
numerical methods used for each of the two codes, for the coupling procedure and of the
GPU implementation. Chapters 4 and 5 present the results and physical implications of the
tortuous channels studied, emphasizing the velocity, density and streamline characteristics
of various simulations. The last chapter will summarize the findings from this thesis and
highlight the conclusions made based on this research.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
This chapter summarizes the state of the art literature as it pertains to this study. It is
divided into four distinct sections to provide an understanding of each component of this
research. Molecular Dynamics (MD) is first examined from its inception in modern use to
present day, focusing on how the methods developed and the understanding of the physics
at the nanoscale. Note that most of the relevant results from MD simulations have only
been published within the last 10 years. Following this description, the Lattice Boltzmann
Method (LBM) is briefly covered. Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) and their use are then
investigated, followed by a history of coupling methods for atomistic-continuum hybrids and
their application to nanoscale flows.
2.1 Molecular Dynamics
2.1.1 Early Work
MD is an atomistic method which has been used in computational studies as early as com-
puters were becoming available, but have only recently become feasible for many applications
due to the computationally demanding nature of MD simulations. This section introduces
the earliest implementations of MD, and chronicles the progression of algorithmic develop-
ment of handling potential calculations, boundary conditions, and the nature of periodic
flow versus non-periodic flow.
In the late 1950’s, Alder et al. [3] implemented MD on the computer for the first time.
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Alder performed MD calculations in a cube with periodic boundary conditions with systems
sizes of 32 and 108 molecules. On the early computer system known as UNIVAC, 32 particle
systems proceeded at about 300 collisions per hour. Larger systems around 500 molecules in
size were unable to be simulated in a reasonable amount of time. The molecules were initially
arranged in a lattice, and were given random velocity vectors with the same magnitude.
Alder used a hard-sphere model, where molecules only interacted through perfect collisions,
as opposed to using an interaction potential function. Density and pressure results were
compared to existing Monte Carlo results, where the researchers found conformity between
the two results to the computational accuracy possible at that time. The author notes that
they were unable to get adequate statistics to analyze some effects of pressure because of
the slow speed of computer systems at the time.
Shortly thereafter in 1964, Rahman [4] studied a larger system of 864 particles using
MD. Rahman studied argon at a temperature of 94.4K with a density of 1.374 g
cm3
. This
was the first implementation of MD using a potential model, which offered more realistic
modeling of the intermolecular behavior. Rahman used the Lennard Jones (LJ) potential
to characterize the interaction forces between particles, and introduced the cutoff radius,
which operates by letting molecules far enough apart have no interaction. This methodology
substantially improved the efficiency of MD calculations. Rahman compared the pair and
correlation functions and found good agreement to within 15% of experimental results.
Barker et al. [5] examined the thermodynamic properties of liquid argon by equilibrium
calculation with MD and compared results to Monte Carlo simulations. In this study, the LJ
potential is compared against a potential developed by Barker, the Bobetic-Barker potential,
and it was found that both potentials yield similar results, but have some departures from
experimentally achieved thermodynamic properties. This study reveals that although the
LJ is the contemporary choice for a potential model in MD, other methods exist.
Up until now, simulations had only been carried out for periodic flows in cubes, and the
resulting molecular physics examined for systems in equilibrium. Ashurst et al. [6] published
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a landmark paper in the mid 1970’s that introduced the non-equilibrium MD simulation.
In this paper, Ashurst used ’fluid-wall’ tethered boundary conditions to model the walls of
a non-periodic flow. These tethers are Hookean springs that allow some movement of the
wall molecules - which in conjunction with a temperature regulating thermostat, were able
to simulate real walls. He uses a Verlet-Leapfrog time marching scheme with the standard
LJ potential. In the paper, Ashurst compares these non-equilibrium results to experimental
results for the shear viscosity for a system of 108 argon molecules, finding good agreement.
The tethered boundary conditions developed by Ashurst were thought necessary to ensure
realistic modeling of the walls until Trozzi et al. [7] introduced the method known as thermal
or stochastic boundary conditions in 1984. Stochastic boundaries, as opposed to Ashurst’s
fluid-wall, depend more on statistics than physics to simulate the boundary and provide a
stationary shear rate at the walls. When a particle is inbound on the wall, it is reflected in
a random direction and with a velocity that is scaled to the defined temperature of the wall.
The advantage is primarily in computational efficiency compared to the fluid-wall boundary
conditions. Trozzi used this method to analyze the thermodynamic properties of the wall, in
addition to slip and temperature drop characteristics, finding agreement with experimental
results.
Anderson et al. [8] discussed a variety of methods in which MD could be implemented.
Typically, MD calculations had been performed under constant energy and volume. However,
Anderson provides methodology to show how systems could be simulated with constant
pressure or temperature such as the case of dilute solutions. Prior to this study, these sorts
of simulations had been reserved for Monte Carlo methods. With this research, Anderson
opened the doors for new types of MD applications.
2.1.2 Modern Implementations
With more powerful computers becoming available in the 1980’s, more interesting problems
were able to be simulated with MD. Until this time, there was no reason to believe that
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the flow physics in micro sized channel would resemble at all those in larger, macro sized
channels. This section reviews some interesting implementations of MD and their effect on
the place of MD in computational fluid dynamics.
Solutions for Simple Geometries and Departures from Continuum
Rapaport [9] examined low Reynolds number flow in detail for a external flow over a cylinder.
The cylinder had a physical dimension of 250 A˚, and the simulation region surrounding the
cylinder was square of side length 1500 A˚. He found that flow patterns were reasonably
resolved with as few as 104 molecules. A timestep of 10−14 seconds is utilized, with a total
simulation time of merely 1.1 ns with 1.7 × 105 particles. Rapaport examined a variety of
system sizes to characterize the ability to resolve the flow physics.
Rapaport notes Stokes flow conditions evolving around the cylinder early in the sim-
ulation with eventually reversed flow appearing. The flow is perturbed by introducing a
gravitational force, and the author estimates the Reynolds number to be about 5. As seen
in continuum simulations of this type on the macro scale, eddies also developed downstream
of the cylinder. Rapaport concludes that the results undeniably show that physical instabil-
ities noticed at the continuum level are also representable by discrete methods such as MD,
increasing the visibility of MD as a viable computational tool.
Travis et al. [10] used MD to simulate Poiseuille flow in a straight channel and compared
to continuum Navier-Stokes (NS) simulations to see where the divergence from the atom-
istic method occurs. Travis uses the Weeks-Chandler-Anderson (WCA) [11] modification
of the LJ potential, ignoring attractive forces, with non-periodic boundary conditions using
Ashurst’s fluid wall method. To be able to simulate the same system on the continuum
approach, the authors ran the MD simulation and fit a quadratic profile to the resulting ve-
locity profiles to derive the approximate viscosity of the atomistic simulation. The authors
found that channel widths of 5.1 molecular diameters produce substantially different results
from a NS prediction. When this width is doubled, better adherence to the Navier-Stokes
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predictions is found.
Travis et al. [12] expand on their previous work by considering even smaller channels or
slits in Poiseuille type flow and including attractive interaction forces. Essentially, Travis
compared the WCA [11] potential model to the unmodified LJ potential model. Travis
discovered that the attractive tail not included with the LJ potential had a negligible effect
on the hydrodynamic results. However, the researchers did find based off this study that
Newton’s law of viscosity will break down at very small slit size of 4-5 molecular diameters.
In 2001, Todd [13] also examined a similar problem, planar Poiseulle flow. Todd discov-
ered that at very small length scales, Fourier’s law of conduction breaks down. The quartic
temperature profiles that a NS solver will produce assumes constant thermal conductivity
and shear viscosity, which is true until walls are considered assemblies of wall molecules
which is only possible with an atomistic solver. Todd produced a correction factor to the
energy conservation of the NS equations that compensates for the discrepancy.
Zhang et al. [14] considered the importance of extracting true flow velocity from MD
simulations. Simulations with low flow velocities performed in literature, Zhang argues,
report the incorrect velocity values due to a failure to include the effects of thermal velocity.
To this end, Zhang developed a new algorithm for including the effects of thermal velocity
by separating the flow velocity increment caused by the thermal velocity at each time step.
Zhang used this new logic to simulate flow in a circular channel in Poiseuille flow and
compares results to NS solution. He found, as shown previously in literature, that as the
channel size is increased, the MD solution conforms more closely to the continuum prediction.
With low speed flows, Zhang showed how the new algorithm predicts behavior better and
avoids artificially inflating velocity values by averaging the flow velocity with the thermal
velocity.
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Solutions for Complex Geometries
The use of MD is certainly not restricted to simple periodic cubes or straight channel flow.
Fan et al. [15] examined low Reynolds number flow through two different sized nozzle ge-
ometries and compared to finite element NS solvers. Since viscosity is difficult to determine
from an MD simulation, Fan adjusts the Reynolds number to match the momentum flux dis-
covered in the atomistic simulation. The researchers used a boundary condition set similar
to Ashurst’s fluid-wall system. By applying an external gravity force, the flow was able to
be simulated. The smaller nozzle had a nominal channel height of 10 nm, and Fan sets the
number of bins, used to average results, to have high enough resolution to capture vortices
as small as 2 molecular diameter in size. Fan discovers that, unlike a NS simulation, slip
is discovered on the inside walls of the nozzle and that the density profile has substantial
fluctuations near the walls. This paper also showed that the continuum solution did not
reveal vortex flow downstream of the nozzle for larger sized nozzles–this is due to the fact
that the vortices that form are less than 10 molecular diameters in size.
Mi et al. [16] also investigated low Reynolds number for more complicated geometries. In
this case, channels with corrugated and wavy walls were simulated using MD with Ashurst’s
fluid-wall tethered method. Mi discovers results that are missing from NS implementations.
Near the walls of more complicated geometries, such as the wavy wall, nano-vortices are
discovered due to the high momentum flux of some molecules, which are not predicted by
continuum methods due to the low Reynolds number associated with these flows. However,
Mi notes that the velocity profile results match well as results are examined further from
the walls of the channels.
Loading Conditions
Ziarini et al. [17] studied Poiseulle flow through a straight channel and applied different types
of loading forces and compares results to analytical NS solutions. Both sinusoidal and step
loading patterns were investigated on a channel of height 7.32 nm in a 2000 particle system.
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The kinetic energy in the system was affected by the choice of loading patterns, with both
step and sinusoidal loads giving larger energies at larger magnitudes of forces. By comparing
the velocity profiles of the two loading methods, the authors found that the maximum axial
velocity for a sinusoidal loading exceeds the step pulse, which was attributed to a larger
average applied force. Ziarani noticed that the velocity profiles at this length scale maintain
the parabolic nature predicted by continuum, but that the temperature profiles deviate from
continuum.
Hansen et al. [18] also examined the phenomena of oscillatory flows using 2D MD sim-
ulations. Unlike Ziarini, whose oscillatory patterns had non-zero means, Hansen employed
oscillations that have zero means. Such conditions may more realistically simulating valve-
less pumping, for example. Quantitatively, Hansen showed that MD simulations at small
length scales still resemble those of a macroscale continuum simulation at larger channel
widths, higher fluid densities and lower temperatures. However, at some higher tempera-
tures, interaction potentials needed to be adjusted to match the continuum description of
phenomena. Hansen also extended his simulations to 3D and finds similar results, except
for larger slip lengths, to which Hansen suggests the third spatial dimension should always
be utilized in MD.
Xu et al. [19] designed an MD simulation to simulate liquid argon to analyze the effect
of gravity force and fluid wall interaction forces on the shear rate ,velocity distribution and
slip rates. The researchers used a stochastic boundary condition set and noticed that strong
surface interactions yield smaller slip lengths, and by increasing the shear rate, the slip
lengths also increase. For a system of 1,372 molecules, a gravity force of less than 0.1 in
reduced units reveals flow characterized by free molecular oscillation–the gravity has little
effect on the flow. By increasing the gravity force as high as 10, the flow is more perturbed.
Additionally, with smaller gravity forces, the stronger fluid wall interactions yield smaller
mean velocity values.
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Wettability and Hydrophobic Surfaces
Wettability is a subject that has been studied in detail in the past, with substantial insight
coming recently due to MD studies of this phenomena indicating departure from macroscale
approaches. One such study was performed by Markvoort et al. [20], who investigated
the effect of wetting on a solid-gas interface for various gases and the implications on the
heat transfer characteristics. Markvoort studied different gases by adjusting the interaction
potential between gas and the solid walls in a simple Pouiseulle flow problem. He found,
as is typical with atomistic simulations, large density fluctuations near the surface of the
wall. Markvoort compares the effect of using different potential functions (LJ,WCA) on
the nature of these density fluctuations and discovers that the LJ potential has particles
typically positioned closer to the wall than the WCA potential does, which is because the
interaction parameter near the wall for LJ potential is larger than that of the WCA model.
Markvoort discovers that for solid-liquid interface, there is little effect on the thermal
conductivity when the solid-liquid binding strength is adjusted. However, for solid-gas inter-
faces, there is an effect on the thermal conductivity. He suggests a need for hybrid methods
to study larger systems where interfaces play a strong role in determining the flow patterns.
Wettability and the effect of surface roughness on slip flows are further examined by
Yang et al. [21]. Using MD, Yang adjusts the surface roughness of both hydrophobic and
hydrophilic channels that resist and repel water, respectively. Channels that are hydrophilic
are shown to have zero velocity at the wall–thereby validating the no-slip boundary con-
dition typically implemented in continuum solutions. The hydrophobic channels, however,
has differing results depending on the surface roughness. Yang finds that the slip velocity
increases as the wall roughness factor decreases for both channel types. Additionally, there
is a larger density for hydrophilic surfaces due to the larger attractive force between fluid
and wall. Yang also shows that for hydrophobic channels, the flow rates are much larger
than a theoretical solution indicates. Conversely, for hydrophilic channels, the differences
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between the analytical prediction and simulation results are much smaller.
Barrat et al. [22] analyzes the effect of partial wetting of a solid boundary and contact
angle on the slip effect produced by MD simulations. The contact angle is derived from
Young’s law and is related to the shear modulii. Barrat finds that when the contact angle
is lower, around 100◦, the slip lengths are smaller. However, when the contact angle is
increased to 150◦, the slip length can extend to more than 15 molecule diameters, even at
low pressures or gravity force. This research offers additional credence to the necessity to
consider surface interaction forces when carrying out a MD simulation.
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2.2 Lattice Boltzmann Method
2.2.1 Early Work
Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) is a continuum-like method that has recently been re-
garded as having tremendous potential for simulating fluid flow in complex geometries. Lat-
tice Boltzmann is considered a meso-scale computational tool due to its implementation of
simplified kinetics models, yet retaining continuum-style hydrodynamic description of flow
physics. It is thereby considered an intermediate approach between continuum and atomistic
simulations.
LBM is derived from the Lattice Gas Automata (LGA), one of the original methods
introduced by Frisch et al. [23], who utilized an earlier version of the simplified kinetic model.
In this method pioneered by Frisch, a two dimensional triangular lattice space is utilized,
with up to six particles resting at a particular lattice site. No more than one particle may
have momentum pointing towards a particular neighbor lattice site. The LGA model simply
streams and collides its potential functions based on the rules that mass, momentum and
energy are conserved. Upon colliding, particles exchanged momenta and thus velocities are
adjusted. This early method has difficulties with statistical noise due to the nature of the
collision operator, requiring spatial and temporal averaging.
McNamara et al. [24] introduced an LBM method by improving upon LGA with ensem-
ble averaging of the governing equations. Instead of using so-called Boolean variables for
the collision operator, particle distributions are utilized. Statistical noise present in LGA is
removed, and conservation rules are still enforced with the simplified kinetics model. How-
ever, this method was computationally inefficient to implement because of the ensemble
averaging.
Higuera et al. [25] implemented a substantially more efficient version of McNamara’s
work in 1989. By linearizing the collision operator with the principle assumption that the
distribution can be approximated by the local equilibrium state, the method became more
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reasonable to implement on modern machines. Using the Bhatnager-Gross-Krook method
developed by Bhatnager et al. [26] in the 1950’s for approximating the relaxation time, LBM
became even more efficient to implement.
Since LBM is not a continuum method, it is of interest to determine how well it matches
the quintessential continuum model, the NS equations. In fact, Chen et al. [27] showed how
to chose equilibrium function such that the LGA model implemented by Higuera reduces
perfectly to the NS equations. To show the same reduction for LBM, the multiscale expansion
method known as the Chapman-Enskog procedure must be performed on the LBM equation
set. Authors such as Benzi et al. [28] and Chen et al. [29] have performed this operation and
shown that the LBM equations will reduce to the NS equations.
Boundary conditions are of the utmost important to consider when working with any
computational solver, LBM being no exception. The main difficulty in applying boundary
conditions with LBM rests in the fact that although pressure and velocity fields are easily
calculated from the distribution functions, it is substantially more difficulty to perform
the reverse procedure. Cornubert et al. [30] illustrated the use of first order bounce-back
conditions which alleviate some of the difficulties in applying BCs. However, the inaccurate
nature of this method and the inability to capture only non-slip flow physics mean that more
complicated BCs such as pressure and moving wall conditions cannot be replicated.
2.2.2 Immersed Boundary Method
In order to be able to simulate more complicated boundary conditions with LBM, sev-
eral methods have been proposed. Ziegler et al. [31], among others, improved the bounce-
back condition and added functionality for simulating moving boundaries. A contemporary
method for imposing BCs is to utilize the Immersed Boundary Method (IBM). Developed
in 1972 by Peskin [32], this method was originally intended for simulating biological flows.
This method uses a mixed Eulerian-Lagrangian formulation whereby the fluid is Eulerian,
and the boundary is defined by Lagrangian markers.
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The markers of the immersed boundary act as feedback force generators, where the
feedback, serving as a coupling between the Eulerian and Lagrangian domains, is formulated
from the difference of the predicted velocity values at the wall and the imposed values.
Authors such as Goldstein et al. [33] and Lai et al. [34] have implemented this method by
computing the feedback force and then distributing the resulting value using the dirac delta
function each time step. Some disadvantages result from this particular formulation including
the requirement of small CFL number for stability of the feedback function. Additionally,
some boundary smearing has been noticed while running simulations using this methodology.
Majumdar et al. [35] develop a version of IBM which utilizes a ghost cell method. These
imaginary cells exist outside the fluid domain, but are directly adjacent to the boundary. By
using extrapolation, particle distribution values are obtained at these ghost cells. Therefore,
boundary conditions are imposed properly without requiring a small CFL number needed
for the force feedback method developed by Goldstein and others. This ghost cell method
is implemented by first obtaining image points of the ghost node in the fluid domain, along
the boundary. At this image point, the values of the particle function are calculated by
interpolating between the fluid and boundary. Finally, the values at the ghost points are
extrapolated from the image point and the normal to the boundary.
IBM-LBM methods have been implemented recently in the literature. Feng et al. [36]
used the IBM formulation suggested by Peskin [32] and coupled it with the LBM method to
fully describe the boundaries. The boundary was formulated as deformable, with medium
stiffness levels. However, this implementation required the use of the force feedback function,
which resulted in issues as previously described. A later study by Feng et al. [37] used a
direct forcing method suggested by Mohd-Yusof [38], thereby avoiding the necessity for the
force feedback function.
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2.2.3 Modern Implementations
LBM has recently been used to study many interesting problems in microfluidics. As a meso-
scale solver, it is typically not used to solve problems in the nano-scale regime–this region
is still reserved only for atomistic methods. However on the micrometer length scale, fairly
good agreement is found between atomistic solutions and continuum methods like LBM, as
such LBM is applicable to many problems in this area.
Zhu et al. [39] implemented LBM to study the effect of slip and wettability on walls
in a 3D hydrophobic microchannel. A bounce-back condition was used to replicate the
behavior of the wall, and Zhu found that if the grid is fine enough, there is some slip
generated by the hydrophobic channel. However, this slip is substantially smaller than that
observed experimentally. Zhu believed that this is due to the fact that the water used
experimentally was not degassed, and therefore contained some absorbed gas. To this end,
Zhu modified the LBM simulation to account for the water-air/water vapor two-phase system
that is postulated to exist in the experiments. However, to simulate this multi-phase system
required significant computational resources and Zhu was forced to simulate a smaller system
than was experimentally tested. The resulting slip was approximately 9% of the free stream
velocity, which is comparable to that which was observed experimentally.
Succi [40] presented an implementation of the LBM to study slip effects on microchannels.
To induce slip on a channel, Succi used the bounceback conditions modified to be a specular
reflector with a certain probability. This in itself is an artificial method for which to induce
slip, however Succi used this method to characterize flow patterns and slip in a variety
of channels, including straight and trapezoidally corrugated channels. Nie et al. [41] also
utilized an artificial method of inducing slip, whereby the fluid viscosity is modified.
Using LBM, Al-Zoubi et al. [42] simulated flow over sinusoidal surfaces using the LBM .
Laminar flow, which is pressurized and sheared through a channel with a sinusoidal shaped
bottom wall, was simulated to analyze the effect of Reynolds number and the geometry
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on the velocity distribution and other flow factors. Al-Zoubi found that the low Reynolds
number maintains the same velocity profile shape, which roughly takes the shape of the
channel. At higher Reynolds numbers, flow separation occurs and the shape differs from
the low Reynolds number cases. It was also discovered that the geometry influences the
drag on the flow. As the channel is made much longer, so that it is nearly straight, the
roughness amplitude decreases, and the reverse occurs when the channel is shortened, and
the sinusoidal curves become more exaggerated.
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2.3 Coupling Methods
Coupling for computational fluid dynamics simulations is the procedure by which two sepa-
rate methods are used in tandem to solve a problem. Even though MD is able to properly
resolve small length scales, it does so at the cost of extreme computational time required
for small levels of time integration (on the levels of nanoseconds). This makes it extremely
difficult to compare to experiments, if any are available. However, LBM, being a continuum
method, is able to integrate over physically reasonable times using modern computers but
unable to resolve the small length scales properly. It is therefore of considerable interest
to perform coupling between the two described methods, LBM and MD. MD provides the
atomistic recognition of the flow physics near the walls, while LBM describes the rest of
the simulation domain and substantially reduces computational cost. Hybrid methods are
reasonably new, originating in the last 15 years. As a result, the literature on coupling is
somewhat limited, however there are several important studies that will be examined to shed
light on the coupling of continuum and MD.
In 1995, O’Connell and Thomson [43] published one of the first articles to describe a
coupling procedure between a continuum Navier Stokes code and an MD implementation.
As identified by the authors, one of the struggles in describing a flow with a hybrid scheme
is providing the ‘hand shaking’ between the atomistic and continuum regions to ensure ther-
modynamic continuity. A hybrid scheme was proposed for dense, liquid flows that utilized
an overlapping region between the CFD and MD domains. In this overlap region, O’Connell
and Thompson used direct flux exchange methods to couple of the velocity states of the
continuum and MD regions.
The procedure for supplying information to the continuum from the atomistic portion of
the simulation is straightforward. Averaging is performed in the spatial bins in the overlap
region over many timesteps. The velocity results from the averaging procedure is then
provided to the continuum solver as a boundary condition for the next iteration. However,
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the enforcement of conditions produced by the continuum solver onto the atomistic regime is
far more difficult. O’Connell and Thompson ensure continuity by slowly relaxing the average
momentum of the particles in the overlap region until it matches the momentum produced
by the continuum solver, by using constraint dynamics.
O’Connell and Thompson used this hybrid scheme to study Couette flow in a planar
channel. The velocity, pressure and density profiles of a pure MD and the hybrid scheme were
compared, and excellent agreement within statistical flucuations was found. Even though
the results of this study were positive, a major disadvantage of this method is that it requires
the continuum solver to have the same timestep as the MD solver. In essence, O’Connell
and Thompson successfully decoupled the length scales between MD and continuum but
maintain the timescale coupling, negating the theoretical advantage of using a continuum
solver–to reduce computational complexity.
Hadjiconstantinou and Patera [44] proposed a method which reduced much of the com-
putational intensity that remained an issue with O’Connell and Thompon’s hybrid scheme.
This method, based somewhat on O’Connell and Thompson’s work, decouples both the tem-
poral and spatial descriptions of the Navier Stokes equations and MD. Hadjiconstantinou
and Patera used a Schwarz Alternating Method (SAM) to achieve this decoupling. SAM
works by carrying out one continuum iteration at a large timestep, then using the results
produced by this iteration to push boundary conditions onto the atomistic description, which
iterates many times (equal to the timestep of the continuum iteration–or until convergence).
Results from this atomistic iteration are then applied as boundary conditions onto the next
continuum iteration. This repeats until both methods have fully converged.
Hadjiconstantinou and Patera used this new hybrid scheme to analyze the problem of a
moving contact line. This approach was required because of the important small length-scale
surface interactions occurring at the contact line, though much of the flow was actually at the
macro scale. For this problem, this hybrid scheme produced results consistent with previous
studies while exposing the molecular region without sacrificing substantial computational
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time.
Both of the methods proposed in [43] and [44] have limitations. The hybrid scheme
proposed in [43] successfully couples the momentum between the atomistic and continuum
domains, but fails to link the mass and energy exchange. Hadjikostantinou and Patera’s
work is also limited in only being able to predict steady state flow patterns. Flekkøy et
al. [45] proposed a solution to remedy these issues. This hybrid scheme is based explicitly
on direct flux exchange. The continuum enforcement of boundary conditions provided by
MD remain the same as previous studies. For the atomistic boundary enforcement, the
momentum conservation procedure is similar to Hadjiconstantinou and Patera’s method,
but to enable proper mass conservation, additional steps are necessary. Depending on the
mass flux provided by the continuum description, particles are removed or inserted into the
overlap region between MD and continuum.
Although pointing out that the previous methods lack energy conservation, Flekkøy
chose to disregard this and only consider isothermal application in elementary flow. Couette
and Poiseuille flows are simulated with satisfactory adherence to individual continuum and
atomistic description of the problem. However, it should be noted that like O’Connell and
Thompson’s work, this method does not fully decouple the temporal scales, even though it
successfully does so for spatial scales.
Delgado-Buscalioni and Coveney [46] extended the work performed by Flekkøy to include
energy conservation in addition to mass and momentum conservation. To ensure mass
conservation, particles are inserted or removed from the overlap region depending on the
mass flux provided by the continuum description. Insertion placement must be carefully
considered to avoid departure from the energy flux present in the continuum. Energy and
mass conservation is therefore ensured by using the usher algorithm. The usher algorithm
operates by determining placement of a particle to be inserted into the overlap region by
considering the direction of minimal energy. This placement would be such that interaction
forces from surrounding molecules is minimized. This corrects an issue with previous particle
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insertion methods whereby particles could accidentally be placed too close to neighboring
particles, thus resulting in large interaction forces. Delgado-Buscalioni and Coveney apply
this hybrid method to heat conduction and Couette profiles with both steady and unsteady
analysis.
In 2005, Werder et al. [47] introduced a hybrid scheme which is an extension of Had-
jiconstantinou and Patera’s work except allowing for the possibility of non-periodic flow.
To accommodate such flows, Werder imposed effective boundary potentials and forces on
the MD portion of the simulation. Werder also utilized the usher algorithm developed by
Delgado-Buscalioni and Coveney [46] to ensure mass and energy conservation. This novel
scheme is applied towards the calculation of external flow over a cylinder–in this case an
application to flow over a carbon nanotube. Good agreement was found compared to a
reference atomistic solution.
To further enhance the modeling done thus far, De Fabritiis et al. [48] developed a MD
continuum hybrid that accounted for the oscillations of state variables at the nanoscale, and
used this tool to study sound waves traveling in water, reflected by a lipid monolayer.
Recently, Kalweit and Drikakis [49] analyzed the numerical considerations behind the
direct flux method and the alternating schwarz algorithm. It was found that each has
inherent instabilities depending on the implementation and input conditions. Specifically,
the usher algorithm developed by Delgado-Buscalioni and Conveney was found to be lacking
in truly conserving energy as described by the authors. As a result, Kalweit and Drikakis
developed a new scheme based on velocity reversal that was shown to be more stable than
the methods previously employed.
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2.4 Graphics Processors
In the history of high performance computing, parallel codes were typically executed on su-
percomputers with thousands of individual processors. Although the computing advantages
are obviously realized with the ability to consider much larger problem sizes and far smaller
compute times, there are distinct issues. Architecture requirement is an issue - typically
programmers must significantly restructure a code designed to run on multiple processors,
and many times change the programming language it is based on. The demand for these
systems is also great–there is often a substantial wait time in queues for runs to execute.
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) can offer an alternative to these issues. GPUs, in
the past having usually been reserved for rendering or modeling of computer aided design
(CAD) or video gaming interests, have hundreds of multiprocessors packed into one single
unit that can fit into a standard computer tower. In the last decade, these multiprocessors
have evolved from being able to only interpret simple vector expressions and perform basic
math to being fully programming processors. Additionally, recent advances in programming
language development offer C-like programming environments–very adaptable to existing
software design. Since these GPUs can fit into a single machine, are capable of teraflop
range calculations and are priced reasonably, they are ideal for replacement of reliance on
supercomputers in some situations.
Here, a brief history of GPUs is provided covering their evolution from the sole use for
monitor output to the tool of a gamer and practicing engineer to high performance, scientific
calculators.
2.4.1 Early Graphics Processors
The earliest GPUs were developed in the 1970’s solely for outputting graphics and text to
external monitor. Some products this was used for was on the 8-bit Atari and Commodore
Amiga computer systems. Later, in the 1980’s, IBM developed their Professional Graphics
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Controller, which was the first 2D and 3D graphics accelerator, designed for CAD applica-
tions [50]. Through the 80’s and 90’s, many advances were made in design of GPUs, with
notable implementations being the Nintendo 64 and Sony Playstation as having the earliest
mass-produced 3D GPU capabilities.
The development of GPUs suitable towards scientific computing was not started until
the late 1990’s. In 1992, Silicon Graphics Inc. developed one of the first programmable
standards, OpenGL, for development on GPUs [51]. A similar set of standards was developed
by Microsoft in the same time frame, DirectX [52]. Applicable to video games and CAD,
researchers began using OpenGL and DirectX for scientific calculations. Such applications
included mathematic implementation such as Kru¨ger’s et al. [53] work on dense and sparse
matrix multiplication, and the research performed by Bolz et al. [54] on conjugate gradient
and multigrid algorithms on GPUs.
2.4.2 Modern Implementations
Until the last couple of years, as described by Owens et. al. [55], GPUs were cumbersome to
program, requiring substantial knowledge of vertex mapping and other complicated hardware
subtleties. In fact, integer data operands and simple logical commands such as IF or AND
were unavailable, with only recently 32-bit single precision arithmetic becoming available.
In 2007, NVIDIA, dominant graphics card manufacturer, introduced the Compute Uni-
fied Device Architecture (CUDA) [56]. CUDA is essentially the fusion of graphics hard-
ware with programming environments that researchers are acquainted with–C++. Intricate
knowledge of how GPUs operate is no longer required to program applications for scientific
computing. In a laconic sense, CUDA partially freed developers from a reliance on com-
puter scientists to interpret GPUs. Exactly how CUDA operates is further described in the
numerical methodology section of this thesis. Since its introduction, CUDA has been used
in a variety of studies in many fields of study that require computers to analyze compli-
cated problems. In this summary of the recent literature, the focus is restricted to CFD
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applications.
Prior to the official introduction of CUDA, predecessors to CUDA were utilized by several
researchers to study flow using GPUs. In 2005, Scheidegger et al. [57] demonstrated how
to utilize the computational advantages of GPUs to solve the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations. Scheidegger used a variation of the Simplified Marker and Cell (SMAC) [58]
method to effectively parallel an approach to solving these equations in parallel. The re-
searchers were able to consider a variety of boundary conditions for 2D problems. However,
this study did not have the ability to consider arbitrary boundary conditions. Nevertheless,
this paper showed definite promise in utilizing GPU hardware for solving the continuum
Navier-Stokes equations.
Li et. al. [59] developed a GPU-based LBM solver that could handle complex, moving
and deforming boundaries. To this end, Li et. al. developed a general voxelization algorithm
in order to achieve boundary conditions that the LBM code can interpret using a modified
bounce-back condition. Though focusing more on the computer science of this application,
the researchers are able to simulate interesting flow over staggered cylinders using their LBM
code. At least an order of magnitude speed-up was noticed over contemporary CPUs when
compared to the GPU.
To¨lke and Krafczyk [60] also developed an implementation of LBM on CUDA to run on
GPUs. In contrast to the LBM implementation by Scheidegger [57], this solver was capable of
handing 3D problems.To¨lke and Krafczyk used this 3D solver to consider external flow over a
sphere. Significant improvement was found over traditional CPU implementations. However,
this paper discusses a number of disadvantages of GPU-based implementations. The most
limiting disadvantage is the current reliance on single-precision. Although modern CUDA-
compatible GPUs support double precision arithmetic, the speeds are very slow compared
to single precision.
Stone et. al. [61] used GPUs to implement a molecular dynamics program using novel
parallel algorithms designed for the GPU. To counter the effects of global memory load,
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Stone et. al. used an approximation to the Coulumb potential which increased performance
over the typical serial implementation. Additionally, improvements were made for multilevel
Coulumb summation and molecular dynamics force calculations. Stone et. al. provided case
studies using their new methods for the ion placement in an MD simulation and calculation
of the average electrostatic potential in an MD trajectory. Like the previous studies [57,59],
large increases in speed were noticed over typical CPU implementations.
Liu et. al. [62] implemented an MD program using CUDA on the GPU using the typical
Lennard Jones potential. Algorithms were developed to tackle the issue of tracking molecules
into bins during calculation, for the purpose of organizing them to aid in force computations.
Most importantly, Liu et. al. [62] made substantial use of on-chip shared memory. Reading
from shared memory requires very few clock cycles in comparison to a typical global memory
read. However, shared memory can be tricky to work with, and it is necessary to be sure that
threads are properly synchronized. Liu et. al. does not consider practical implementation
of this MD program, instead benchmarking the number of potential calculations based on
problem size, and comparing to CPU implementations.
Anderson et. al. [63] also implements MD using a GPU framework. An interesting
comparison is provided in this work, by comparing the authors’ implementation on GPUs
to a parallel approach running on CPUs using the widely available LAMMPS MD program.
Anderson et. al. found that their GPU implementation was equal to 36 processor cores in
terms of performances. This paper brings up an interesting issue in the literature surrounding
GPU implementations. Speed comparisons are often made with no details of the CPU being
compared–as a result, care must be taken when providing CPU-GPU comparisons to discuss
the context.
In 2008, Brandvik and Pullan [64] developed 2D and 3D Euler solvers to run on the GPU.
The authors use this code to analyze some interesting physical problems, including flow in a
low speed turbine, finding agreement with the reference solution. Brandvik and Pullan [64]
implemented this solver on both ATI-based GPUs (using more traditional cumbersome pro-
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gramming as used before the advent of CUDA) and on nVidia-based GPUs capable of CUDA.
The CUDA solver was found to be substantially faster, even thought the two GPUs were of
comparable speed. The authors suggest this difference is due to the texture-based method
required on the ATI GPU, whereas the much simpler CUDA pre-optimized many routines.
Recently, in 2009, Chen et. al. [65] implemented MD on GPUs and considered more
interesting physical problems. Additionally, Chen et. al. used a cluster of 200 GPUs with
MPI to perform calculations. A canonical problem was solved in order to validate this GPU-
MD solver, the driven cavity. Chen et. al. also studied multiphase flows with this method,
examining nano and microflow in a gas-liquid-solid systems. Complex sets of interaction
potentials were required to solve this problem involving nanobubbles. The authors are able
to simulate situations which are not physically possible to experimentally validate not only
due to the small length scale, but also conditions due to such as extremely high pressure.
Like the previous studies, Chen et. al. also noticed substantial speed increases versus typical
serial implementation.
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Chapter 3
Numerical Methodology
This chapter describes in detail in methodology used for the present thesis. The theory
and implementation of Molecular Dynamics (MD) is first discussed, followed by a similar
treatment of the Lattice Boltzmann method (LBM). The novel architecture approach on the
GPU required no changes in theoretical approach, but some extensive algorithmic changes
to the MD program, which is discussed in detail. The final accumulation of these efforts is
the hybrid MD-LBM solver, which required a coupling procedure. This coupling procedure
is discussed in theory and in numerical implementation. For all portions of this sections,
advantages and shortfalls of each method will be examined.
3.1 Molecular Dynamics
3.1.1 Theory
MD examines physical phenomena on the atomistic scale by considering individual molecules
and their interactions with each other and with boundary or source terms. Therefore, one
of the primary tenets of MD is determining how to characterize the interactions between
particles. The Lennard-Jones potential V in Equation 3.1 used in this study is expressed
as:
V (rij) =

4
[(
σ
rij
)12
−
(
σ
rij
)6]
rij < rc
0 rij ≥ rc
(3.1)
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In this equation, two positions of two particles ri and rj which are separated by rij = ri− rj
determine the potential interaction between them. In this expression, rij = |rij|, and rc is
designed to serve as a cut-off distance for which potentials are negligible if two particles are
spaced farther apart than this. The two parameters  and σ are used to characterize the
magnitude of the interaction strength and length scale, respectively. The LJ potential was
developed originally to describe interactions between liquid argon molecules, however it can
be applied to qualitatively describe any flow.
This potential function in fact has a weak attractive tail (due to van der Walls interac-
tions) that can be safely ignored to ease computation:
V (rij) =

4
[(
σ
ri,j
)12
−
(
σ
ri,j
)6]
+  rij < rc = 2
1/6σ
0 rij ≥ rc
(3.2)
The force associated with a potential calculation is merely the negative divergence of the
potential function,
f = −∇u(r) (3.3)
and if Equation 3.3 is combined with Equation 3.2, the force exerted by i onto j is described
as:
fij =
(
48
σ2
)
rij
[(
σ
ri,j
)14
− 1
2
(
σ
ri,j
)8]
(3.4)
The principle of Newton’s second law is then invoked to provide the acceleration a for a
molecule i by molecules j producing Equation 3.5.
ma = fi =
Nm∑
j=1,j 6=i
fij (3.5)
Here, Nm is the number of molecules in the system, and m is the atomic mass.
It is now appropriate to introduced the dimensionless units typically employed by re-
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searchers using molecular dynamics. If length r, energy e and time t are transformed:
r : rσ
e : e
t : t
√
mσ2

(3.6)
This simplifies many expressions utilized in an MD program, thereby easing implementation.
Introducing the relations in Equation 3.6 into Equations 3.4 and 3.5 results in:
fij = 48rij
(
r−14ij −
1
2
r−8ij
)
(3.7)
Equations described thus far are the essentials to describing motion of a system in an MD
simulation. Much of the remaining theory serves merely to analyze the system to determine,
for example, when convergence occurs.
3.1.2 Solution Methods
An MD program works basically the same way any other CFD solver operates–by integrat-
ing equations of motions using established techniques and ensuring boundary conditions are
satisfied. The integration of equations of motion proceeds as a continuum fluid mechanist
would think, by using a ‘finite difference’ method to step forward a timestep. However,
ensuring that boundary conditions are satisfied is substantially different in molecular dy-
namics. In fact boundary conditions are not enforced per se, rather boundaries are modeled,
and the physics of atomistic collisions with the wall naturally enforces boundary conditions.
To fully describe the mechanism of the code utilized for given MD simulations in this thesis,
a summary of the code is given in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Molecular Dynamics Simulation Steps
1. Read input parameters from disk
2. Calculate relevant physical parameters based on input parameters
3. Read in boundary description from disk
4. Calculate cell location from boundary description
5. Allocate and initialize arrays
6. Loop over timesteps
(a) Leap Frog Step One
(b) Boundary Conditions
(c) Potential Calculation
(d) Leap Frog Step Two
7. Post-process results
Integration Method
To integrate to the next timestep, a Leap Frog method is utilized. In this implementation,
a computationally efficient version of Leap Frog is utilized which begins with advancing
velocity forward a half time step ∆t/2 and then advancing position a whole time step ∆t:
v(t+ ∆t/2) = v(t) +
∆t
2
a(t) (3.8)
r(t+ ∆t) = r(t) + ∆tv(t+ ∆t/2) (3.9)
After the accelerations (equal to forces in MD reduced units) are calculated using Equa-
tion 3.7, a second part of the Leap Frog scheme is executed:
v(t+ ∆t) = v(t+ ∆t/2) +
∆t
2
a(t+ ∆t) (3.10)
Leap frog is the most popular method utilized for MD simulations due to its low storage
requirements and energy conserving characteristics [66].
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Figure 3.1: Cell subdivision method
Molecule Organization
At its core, MD codes simply compute interactions between molecules using the Lennard
Jones potentials, and use integration schemes to advance to the next timestep. The issue
now becomes, how does one determine which molecules actually interact? The answer lies in
making full use of the cutoff radius, rc. In the Lennard Jones formulation of Equation 3.2,
rc is the defined as the distance that indicates negligible interaction between particles. If
molecules are separated by greater than rc no computation is necessary, and the correspond-
ing acceleration is zero for those molecules.
A na¨ıve approach to determining if two molecules satisfy the cut-off radius is to compare
every molecule in a system to each other.If N molecules exist in a system, each pair of
molecules’ positions are compared, and if rij < rc, a potential calculation is performed and
resulting force added to each particles sums. However, this approach is O(n2), which is very
expensive when large systems are considered.
A far more computationally efficient method commonly used in contemporary literature
is the cells subdivision method. Much like when formulating a continuum cartesian grid
type approach, with the cells subdivision approach the simulation domain is split into many
cells. Figure 3.1 illustrates the basics of how this method operates for a 2D problem. If
the cells are constructed such that the side lengths are at least rc in length, the problem is
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greatly simplified. When considering interaction forces for any molecule in the center cell,
it need only be compared to the cell it rests in and all neighboring cells. For a 2D problem,
this amounts to comparing to 9 cells, and for a 3D problem 27 cells are considered. This is
considerably more efficient than an all-pairs method, especially for larger problems.
This method requires that at least once every time step, a list must be constructed that
contains all molecule indices for each cell. This is easy to accomplish when creating these
lists in serial on a CPU using a algorithm known as linked lists [67]. Linked lists make use of
pointers to allow non-sequential access of molecule indices attached to a cell. Figure 3.2 and
Algorithm 2 show how this process works. An array of size N + #cells is used, where each
cell array index (stored at the end of the array) stores the index of the ’starting’ molecule
in that cell. The array value corresponding to this molecule serves as a pointer to the next
molecule in this cell. Finally, the last molecule in a cell stores the value −1 in its array.
Figure 3.2: Linked lists method example for cell Ci in a system of size Nm
Algorithm 2 Linked lists method (serial)
Initialize cellList = −1
for molecule i = 1 to Nm do
cellIndex determined based on current molecular position
c = cellIndex +i
cellList[i] = cellList[c]
cellList[c] = i;
end for
Using this cell subdivision method is efficient, but it can be taken a step further to improve
performance. As noted by Rapaport [66], in 2D even with this method, only about 35% of
molecules compared will actually be within interaction distance, and for 3D only 16% lie
within the cutoff radius. Using cell subdivision methods in conjunction with neighbor lists
optimizes performance. By creating a new ’cut-off’ radius rnebr based on rc and small radius
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∆r,
rnebr = rc + ∆r (3.11)
this increased neighbor size allows lists of every pairwise interaction that remain valid over
perhaps 10-20 timesteps. Such neighbor lists are created by analyzing the cell lists, and
determining which molecules are within interaction range. This algorithm assumes that
molecular movement is small and that a list of all molecular interactions does not change
very often subject to the following criteria checked every timestep:
∑
iterations
(max|vi|) > ∆r
2∆t
(3.12)
Essentially, the largest velocity magnitude each time step is added to the previous time step’s
value. When this is larger than the conservatively chosen right-hand side, the neighbor lists
must be regenerated. Generation of neighbor lists is described in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Neighbor list generation method (serial)
Perform Linked lists method
nebrTabLen = 0
for cell i = 0 to Nc do
for all neighbors cells j do
for all molecules a in i do
for all molecules b in j do
dr = position[a]− position[b]
if dr < rrNebr then
nebrTab[2nebrTabLen] = a
nebrTab[2nebrTabLen+ 1] = b
nebrTab = nebrTab+ 1
end if
end for
end for
end for
end for
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Force Calculation
With cell listing and neighbor listing methods available, force calculation is very simple. The
neighbor lists have generated all the pairs that were within interaction range at the time of
calculation. Since it is anticipated the molecules drift a small amount before the neighbor
lists are regenerated, when considering each pair in the list, a check is performed to see if
the particles are still within cutoff rc. Algorithm 4 illustrates this approach
1.
Algorithm 4 Force calculation
Initialize acceleration = 0
for i = 1 to nebrTab do
j1 = nebrTab[2i]
j2 = nebrTab[2i+ 1]
dr = position[j1]− position[j2]
if dr < rrNebr then
acceleration[j1] = acceleration[j1] + dr (48r−3 (r−3 − 0.5) r−1)
acceleration[j2] = acceleration[j2]− dr (48r−3 (r−3 − 0.5) r−1)
end if
end for
Boundary Enforcement
To allow molecular dynamics simulations with arbitrary boundary conditions, and immersed-
boundary like treatment with segment logic is utilized. In a real problem, such as a wavy
channel, the walls are discretized into small straight line segments. The boundary input file
contains the total number of segments, then each line below contains six values:
x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , nx , ny
Here, x1,2 and y1,2 represent the x and y coordinates of the first and second points forming the
segment. The normal of this line, which points inside the simulation domain, is represented
by nx,y. With this information, wall conditions can be enforced during the MD simulation.
If rcen is taken to be the position of the center of the line segment, rcell is the center of a
1This approach of separating the force evaluation with r−3 and r−1 is thought to be more computationally
efficient
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cell (constructed using the cell listing procedure) and nˆwall is the normal vector of the wall,
pointing towards the fluid domain, then (rcen − rcell) · nˆwall quantifies whether a given cell
is inside or outside the boundary. If the dot product exceeds zero, then the cell is inside,
otherwise it is outside. With this logic, each cell in a domain can be determined to be inside
or outside the domain, or on top of the boundary. Each time step, it is now known which
molecules must be checked for boundary enforcement–those resting in either a cell outside
or on top of the simulation domain.
The treatment of the wall conditions is now discussed. For the work contained within this
thesis, the stochastic or thermal wall type boundary condition [7] is utilized. This operates
using principles of statistical mechanics to generate real wall boundary conditions. The steps
for this procedure are:
Algorithm 5 Boundary modeling in MD
1. Determine if molecule is no longer within simulation domain after leap frog time step
2. Place molecule slightly inside of the boundary in the direction of the wall normal nˆwall
corresponding to closest segment
3. Generate random, normalized velocity vector
4. Scale velocity vector to preset value (temperature of wall)
5. Check to see if velocity is moving particle away from wall–if not, then reverse sign
6. Repeat above steps for all molecules not in simulation domain
This procedure is a computationally efficient model that is easily implemented on either
serial or parallel systems.
These steps provide the basis for executing the MD program utilized by this thesis on
the CPU. Post-processing consists of writing all velocity and molecular position data to disk
for analysis of flow physics using a third party application such as TecPlot.
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3.2 Lattice Boltzmann Method
3.2.1 Theory
The Lattice Boltzmann method uses a density distribution function which is advanced in
time using collision and streaming functions. For a two-dimensional implementation as is
used for the work in this thesis, a D2Q9 approach is utilized where D2 denotes the dimension,
and Q9 indicates that each node has nine neighbors. Compared to MD’s direct Newton’s
Law derivation, this theory is from the original LGA implementation using simplified kinetics
and as a result is not as intuitive to understand.
The equilibrium density distribution is described as:
f (eq)α = wαρ
[
1 +
eα · u
c2s
+
(eα · u)2
c4s
− u · u
2c4s
]
(3.13)
In this equation, α represents the direction of the node considered (for the node itself and
each of eight neighbors in 2D, α = 1...9), ρ is the density, u is the velocity vector, eα is the unit
velocity vectors in the α direction, and cs is the speed of sound given as c/
√
3,c = ∆x/∆t.
Usually c is chosen to be equal to unity and ∆x and ∆t are suitably non-dimensionalized
and computed. The weighting function wα is chosen as 1/9 for α = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 1/36 for
α = 5, 6, 7, 8 ,for the principle node (α = 0), the value is 4/9. The units vectors are defined
as:
eα = (0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1), (−1, 0), (0,−1), (1, 1), (1, 1), (−1,−1), (1,−1), α = 0...8 (3.14)
Equation 3.15 is the update process of the density distribution function used with this model
for the collision process, beginning with an initial guess for fα(x, t).
fα(x, t) = fα(x, t) +
1
τ
(
f (eq)α (x, t)− fα(x, t)
)
(3.15)
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In this equation, τ is the relaxation constant defined as
τ = 0.5 + 3
ν
dx
(3.16)
where ν is the kinematic viscosity. The streaming function operates according to:
fα(x, t) = f9(x+ eδt, t+ δt) (3.17)
Again, the value of α = 9 represents the density function at that node. The velocity and
density are evaluated from the density function as shown in Equations 3.18 and 3.19.
ρ =
8∑
α=0
fα (3.18)
ρu =
8∑
α=0
fαeα (3.19)
3.2.2 Solution Methods
The Lattice Boltzmann method is a highly parallelizable approach that is equivalent to
solving the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. Like with the integration steps of MD,
the streaming portion of LBM is straight forward and requires no special algorithms. Unlike
the atomistic MD, boundaries are represented just as in a continuum implementation–as
Dirichlet or Neumann types. However, the enforcement of the boundary conditions using
the Ghost Fluid method uses a special approach on the computer. Algorithm 6 shows the
basic procedure of the loop for the LBM implementation used in this thesis.
Boundary Enforcement
As with MD and any other CFD tool, boundary conditions are of the utmost importance to
ensure correct results. To simulate complex geometries such as Taylor-Couette flow in two
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Algorithm 6 LBM Basic Procedure
1. Read input parameters from disk
2. Calculate relevant physical parameters based on input parameters
3. Read in boundary data from disk and pre-process
4. Iterate until convergence
(a) Calculate probability density function for each node and neighbors
(b) Collide lattice points
(c) Stream probability density function and enforce boundary conditions
(d) Construct partial velocity sums
(e) Adjust velocities based on partial sums
rotating cylinders, Immersed Boundary description Ghost Fluid logic is utilized.
To simulate arbitrary boundaries, the same type of logic is used which was introduced in
Section 3.1.2 utilizing two points of each line segment, with an associated line normal indi-
cating the direction of the simulation domain. However, for LBM, two additional quantities
must be specified, the velocities u and v for each wall segment. If, for instance, Taylor-
Couette flow is to be simulated, appropriate velocities must be specified to the solver in this
manner.
Based on these input walls, each lattice point must have the following quantities deter-
mined: closest wall segment, distance to segment, whether inside or outside to the simulation
domain and ghost fluid quantities. Figure 3.3 offers a brief description of how the ghost fluid
method operates. Here, a group of nine lattice points are shown in black, with an associated
arbitrary boundary separating the group. In order to properly model the boundary, there
must be a point inside the simulation domain that can interface with the corresponding
lattice points. This point is known as the ghost point.
Nodes that have associated ghost points are those that rest inside the simulation domain,
and have at least one neighboring lattice node that is outside the domain. This neighboring
lattice point is reflected across the boundary and given a position as indicated in red. Weights
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Figure 3.3: Description of ghost fluid method
are assigned for velocity and density values at the ghost node. These weights determined
by bilinear interpolation methods based on the neighboring points inside the domain and
separation distance to the ghost node. The best situation is when the ghost point has four
neighbors inside the simulation domain. However, as indicated by the figure for an arbitrary
boundary, only 3 points rest inside the domain. The brown node is therefore created as
an image of surrounding nodes, where this node serves as a placeholder for interpolation
purposes. To compensate for this ficticious point, a 5th weighting term (in addition to four
already present by neighboring lattice points) is introduced during the following procedure.
The weights determine how the ghost node enforces the velocity boundary conditions on
the lattice points inside the simulation domain. Since the ghost node takes on the imposed
velocity value of the wall segment to which it is associated, this node is effectively designed
to act as the wall for the purposes of streaming and collision.
Collision
The probability density function, whose actual value is equal to the density at a particular
node, is ‘advanced’ through time and space by the streaming and collision of the lattice
points. The collision portion of this operates according to Equations 3.13 and 3.15. At
each node i, the equilibrium function in equation 3.13 is solved for itself and each of eight
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neighbors (α = 1...9). With this information, Equation 3.15 is also easily evaluated for
α = 1...9.
Streaming
Streaming in and of itself operates simply based on Equation 3.17. However, there are
special considerations to be taken into account with the inclusion of the Ghost Fluid logic.
Algorithm 7 offers the procedure by which this works.
Algorithm 7 Inclusion of Ghost Fluid Logic to Streaming
for i = 1 to nx do
for j = 1 to ny do
if Node (i, j) has an associated ghost node then
Load ghost neighbor lattice nodal coordinates (xk, yk for k = 1..5)
Load associated density and velocity weights (wden[k], wu[k], wv[k] for k = 1..5)
uM =
∑4
k=1wu[k] ∗ velocity(xk, yk).u+ wu[5]
tempu(i, j) = 2ghost.u− uM
vM =
∑4
k=1wv[k] ∗ velocity(xk, yk).v + wv[5]
tempv(i, j) = 2ghost.v − vM
rhoM =
∑4
k=1wden[k] ∗ density(xk, yk).u+ wden[5]
temprho(i, j) = 2ghost.rho− rhoM
end if
end for
end for
for i = 1 to nx do
for j = 1 to ny do
if Node (i, j) has an associated ghost node then
velocity(i,j).u = tempu(i,j)
velocity(i,j).v = tempv(i,j)
density(i,j) = temprho(i,j)
end if
end for
end for
A similar procedure to Algorithm 7 is performed on the density probability functions at
each node to enforce the wall conditions through the ghost nodes. After this procedure has
been carried out, the self explanatory Equation 3.17 is carried out.
With streaming and collision performed, where the boundary conditions have been prop-
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erly enforced through the Ghost Fluid Logic and the density function has been updated for
each node, the velocities and densities are determined. This is straightforward per Equa-
tions 3.18 and 3.19. At this point, the iterative cycle of the LBM is complete, and these
steps are repeated until the velocity and density fields are converged.
3.3 Coupling Procedure
Until this point, LBM and MD have been treated separately. We discussed the theory of
each and the computational methods in detail. The main goal of this thesis, however, is
to couple these two methods to provide an atomistic description of the flow near walls and
have the mesoscale LBM describe the rest of the flow. Here, a method is described for which
a simulation domain is subdivided into three regions: continuum, atomistic and overlap.
Through the use of the Schwarz Alternating Method (SAM), momentum conservation is
ensured and the methods can be properly coupled.
3.3.1 Schwarz Alternating Method
Consider a simple 2D, planar channel flow as pictured in Figure 3.4. The planar channel
Figure 3.4: Domain decomposition
domain has been decomposed into three domains: the atomistic region ΩA, another where
LBM provides a solution ΩC , and an overlap region ΩO = ΩA ∩ ΩC . As described by
Hadjiconstantinou and Patera [44], SAM is utilized to couple the two methods. This method
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decouples both the time and length scales allowing for a fully hybrid scheme. Schemes that
successfully couple the length scale but not the time scale require equal sized time steps for
the continuum and atomistic description. The ASM operates by performing one iteration of
the LBM over a time period of ∆t, and then parsing that output data and applying boundary
conditions to the MD portion, which then iterates over p timesteps until convergence, with
a time step of δt, such that ∆t = pδt.
Both the LBM and MD individually solve the domains that include the overlap region.
Results from the Lattice Boltzmann simulation in ΩO that rest along the boundary of the
MD domain ΓA are imposed on the MD regime. Likewise; after the MD simulation has
iterated to convergence, the appropriate boundary conditions are applied on ΩC at ΓC . This
approach makes one major assumption: the flow behavior that the atomistic code predicts
in ΩO is the same that the LBM predicts. This is a necessary assumption to perform a cou-
pling scheme of this nature that decouples length and time scales. A fully coupled scheme
requires that mass, momentum and energy are conserved across the overlap region. Though
methods exist to achieve this, the present work assumes isothermal conditions thereby not
requiring enforcement of energy conservation. Additionally, mass enforcement would require
a specialized algorithm known as usher [46] that is beyond the scope of this work. There-
fore, mass conservation is tacitly ignored, and momentum conservation is the only enforced
quantity in this work.
This method requires some empirical testing, such as to determine the proper ∆t to
integrate the LBM such that the MD portion requires less then ∆t total time to reach
convergence. However, since extensive averaging is required on the MD to obtain a solution
smooth enough to impose on the LBM, typically the MD must be run much longer than
∆t. The alternating nature of solving the continuum and MD problem individually is not
itself difficult; it is rather the handshaking between the two algorithms that is difficult. Such
handshaking requires exchange and subsequent enforcement of boundary conditions on the
individual methods.
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3.3.2 Handshaking Procedures
The handshaking process is performed in two different ways: ΩC ⇒ ΩA and ΩA ⇒ ΩC .
Enforcing boundary conditions from MD onto LBM is not difficult; it merely requires using
cell-averaged values from MD and imposing them on the appropriate ghost nodes in the LBM.
Because the set up of averaging cells is flexible, it is logical to match the averaging grid to
the lattice setup of the LBM. To provide this link, a mapping mechanism was developed
to link averaging cells to particular LBM ghost nodes. This way, after each MD simulation
ends, the procedure automatically applies the appropriate velocities as boundary conditions
on the next LBM iteration.
Coupling in the other direction, continuum to atomistic, is not as straight forward. This
step must utilize the force computation cells instead of the averaging cells, since the averaging
cells do not store the indices of the molecules contained within. The procedure for applying
the boundary conditions on the MD simulation first involves locating the cells in question.
This is performed in a preprocessing step that identifies cells that lie next to the atomistic
boundary contained within the overlap region, ΓA ∩ ΩO. These cells are compiled in a list
that will later be utilized at the beginning of each MD execution.
With the cells identified, the average velocity of the inhabitants is forced to be equal to
the LBM node nearest in position to this cell. The resolution of the LBM simulations is
expected to be dense compared to the atomistic regime, so interpolation is an unnecessary
step. Algorithm 8 describes the procedure in which the averaged information is obtained,
and the enforcement of the LBM nodal velocities on the inhabitants of the MD force cells. In
this algorithm, the subscript A denotes atomistic domain, and C denotes continuum (LBM).
This algorithm effectively forces the average of the contents of each force cell to equal the
velocity value (in the x and y directions) at the node nearest in position to that cell. When
used in conjunction with the method for linking MD with LBM, this successfully achieves
momentum coupling between the two methods.
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Algorithm 8 Application of Boundary Conditions onto MD
for cells ca near: ΓA ∩ ΩO do
LBMi,j = mapping(ca)
velf = velocityC(LBMi,j)
sum = 0
count = 0
for molecules n within cell ca do
sum = sum+ velocityA(n)
count = count+ 1
end for
velAdd = velf − sumcount
for molecules n within cell ca do
velocityA(n) = velocityA(n) + velAdd
end for
end for
3.4 GPU Parallelization of Algorithms
The MD and LBM codes described up until this point have been specific in their imple-
mentation onto the CPU in serial. Here, a description is offered of how this architecture
operates through NVIDIA’s CUDA offering, and specific modifications made to the algo-
rithms described in the previous section. Substantial speed improvements were gained when
implementing the MD and LBM codes on the GPU. Depending on problem size, the MD
code is approximately 5-10x faster than a modern Intel Core 2 Duo 2.5 GHz processor, and
the LBM code is about 50-75x faster. LBM implementation was substantially more effective
than for MD due to the inherently parallel nature of LBM.
3.4.1 Organizational structure of CUDA
Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) is the melding of hardware and software that
NVIDIA has provided to allow scientific applications to be more easily written and executed
on a NVIDIA GPU. NVIDIA has provided vast libraries to take advantage of the GPUs
computational power. Using a standard C++ programming environment, once developers
understand the structure of CUDA, it is easy to implement scientific codes. This discussion is
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split into two subsections: description of the structure on a software level, and the treatment
of memory. Although CUDA is complex, these two topics are most relevant to the research
at hand. The structure is extremely important to understand since it directly affects how a
program is organized and also the speed of the implementation. Memory is also a pertinent
topic, since there are many layers of memory that each have advantages and drawbacks
associated with their use.
Software Organization
CUDA operates by executing threads on multiprocessors contained within the GPU. Each
thread performs some action in serial, and has complex interactions with other threads. Each
GPU has a certain number of streaming multiprocessors available for use. Each thread is
delegated to a particular block, which is then sent to a particular multiprocessor. Figure 3.5
provides a graphical description of this. Here, it is seen that GPUs maintain some serial
nature in their execution, since not all threads are executed at the same time. Due to
memory limitations of the on-chip memory for each multiprocessor, threads must be taken
in groups. Depending on the user input of how many threads to allocate to each block,
blocks are executed in serial on multiprocessors. As a single block is executed on a GPU,
many threads contained within this block are executed simultaneously. These groups of
simultaneously executing threads are referred to as a warp. The warp size is not adjustable
by the user.
Blocks are not able to communicate with each other during execution since there is
no guarantee when particular blocks will execute. However, some limited coordination is
possible within the threads of a single block. For instance, using the syncthreads command,
execution of all threads in a block can be halted until they are all at the same line of code.
This allows, for examples, memory reads or writes to occur that otherwise may not have a
predictable result if threads are operating at different speeds.
The execution of threads are organized in a function known as kernel. The kernels takes
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Figure 3.5: CUDA thread and block organization
as an input the block size and the number of blocks to be executed. The block size is the
number of threads that will be assigned to a block, and the number of blocks is the quantity
required to execute all of the threads. For example, if there are N nodes to have an update
performed on them, and the block size is 256 (typically block sizes are multiples of 8), it will
require the number of blocks indicated below in Equation 3.20.
nBlocks =
N − 1
blockSize
(3.20)
With this information passed to the kernel, the CUDA architecture allocates the blocks
to the appropriate multiprocessors. In this way, full knowledge of how the GPU operates is
not required and thus it frees the developer from needing an in depth understanding of the
hardware. GPU memory must also have reserved pointers that are for device memory only.
Arrays are also specially allocated for use on the GPU, and are not directly accessible from
the CPU. Treatment of this global memory is further discussed in the next section.
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Memory on the GPU
Graphics processors have many layers of memory including global, local, constant, shared and
other types. Here, the most pertinent types of memory are focused on: global and shared.
Global memory has the largest capacity among the different types of memories. This is
where all arrays are stored for use by the GPU. Before a simulation begins, this memory
must be appropriately allocated on the GPU, and if preprocessing has been performed by
the GPU, the array must be copied from the CPU to the GPU. The drawback of global
memory is that it is relatively slow, especially compared to arithmetic operations. As an
example, a simple floating point operation such as multiplication or addition requires only
about 2-4 GPU clock cycles. A single global memory read or write requires as much as 400
clock cycles. [68] As a result, a dominant choke point in a GPU based simulation is the use
of global memory. This memory is slow because it exists off-chip from the multiprocessor.
A much faster memory retrieval would be performed if the memory existed on-chip within
the multiprocessor, such as with shared memory.
Shared memory exists on-chip and as a result is very fast to access. It is on the order
of a typical arithmetic operation. The drawback of this memory is that it is limited in
quantity. Care must be taken to organize the use of shared memory so that it is fully
optimized, as only about 16 kilobytes is available to each multiprocessor (and by extension
to a single block since multiprocessors execute blocks in serial). Typically shared memory is
utilized by loading data from all the threads in a block, setting a syncthreads synchronization
point to ensure that all data has been loaded, and then proceeding, allowing the memory
to be shared among all threads. Since the memory must only be retrieved globally once,
instead of each time a thread requires it, computations are sped up substantially when used
correctly. Shared memory usage, however, can reduce the occupancy of the multiprocessor.
The occupancy is the ratio of the in-use multiprocessors to total number of multiprocessors.
The reasons for this decline in occupancy is beyond the scope of this thesis. Additional
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details can be found in the CUDA Programming Manual [68].
Due to the nature of the memory and block size characteristics, a careful balance must
be struck as to ensure the most efficient computations. The CUDA occupancy calcula-
tor [69] allows some optimized values to the determined, but many options must be tweaked
empirically to maximize performance.
3.4.2 Modifications to Algorithms
The methods themselves for the CUDA programs developed for this research remain un-
changed as previously described. However, some algorithmic changes were required to allow
the codes to be fully parallel. Most of these changes exist only for MD, since LBM was
already almost entirely parallel in nature.
Changes to Molecular Dynamics
Many of the algorithms such as the leap frog time step integration and boundary condition
application are easily extended onto the CUDA parallel architecture. For the time inte-
gration, each molecule is allocated to a thread, where that thread updates the positions
and velocities based on the acceleration calculated from the previous time step. Enforcing
wall conditions is performed in parallel over cells–each thread sweeps over all the molecules
within a give cell, only applying boundary conditions if the cell is outside or on top of the
boundary.
However, the important process of determining cell and neighbor listing, as required for
force tabulation, is more difficult to parallelize. This arises primarily because the linked lists
method described in Algorithm 2 is serial. If this algorithm were to be parallelized as is, with
each molecule assigned a cell, the GPU would be trying to access the same array values at
the same time, and consequently would not be able to organize the molecules into the cells
without a complicated sorting algorithm. The alternative is to make use of the atomic add
functions available in Nvidia’s latest GPU offerings. Atomic functions allow an array value
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to the locked when accessed by a thread, so that all other threads that attempt to access this
value must wait until the array is unlocked. This effectively allows some serial nature in an
otherwise parallel algorithm. Algorithm 9 shows how cell lists are generated in parallel in an
efficient manner with the use of atomic functions. In this algorithm, cellCounter is an array
that has one integer per cell, and each value is incremented by one when a thread accesses a
cell’s index with the atomic add function. The atomic add function also returns the current
value to the counter. This way, each molecule gets a unique number in each cell, and can
be written to list, denoted molecList in this example. Unlike the cellList array of the serial
implementation, this must have a static allowance of molecules per array, molecLen. The
value is chosen conservatively to be several times the average molecule count per cell in the
simulation.
Algorithm 9 Cell list generation for implementation on GPU
Initialize cellCounter = 0
for molecule i = 1 to Nm do
cellIndex determined based on molecular position
counter = atomicAdd(cellCounter[cellIndex], 1)
molecList[molecLen ∗ cellIndex+ counter] = i
end for
The complementary algorithm to the neighbor list generation is easily extended to parallel
based on the structure of the serial version listed in Algorithm 3. This also requires a
statically allocated neighbor list, similar to the cell list generation.
The GPU implementation of the MD code is substantially faster than the serial CPU
implementation, offering speedups of 5-10x compared to modern processor, depending on
problem size. Many of the performance constraints are the sheer number of memory accesses
requires in an MD simulation, which as previously discussed is a very expensive process. This
is a novel implementation and has allowed larger simulations to be run in a smaller amount
of time than previously possible.
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Changes to Lattice Boltzmann
The LBM code was already in a very parallel state as written for the CPU. Besides converting
the original source code (written in Fortran) to CUDA, very little algorithmic work was
required to achieve 75x speedups compared to CPU. Like MD, memory accesses were a
major bottleneck in speed. By combining functions that had previously been designed to
run separately, the number of memory accesses were reduced, therefore increasing speed
substantially. Due to this large speed increase, problems that were previously inconceivable
to run are now performed quickly. For example, a run that would have previously taken
three months now requires little over one day to run, substantially increasing productivity.
3.4.3 Effect on Simulations
Discussion in the following chapters focus on the solver type and the physics of the problems.
Here, we offer a brief narrative on the nature of the GPU’s effect on the speed of these
simulations.
We did not perform substantial benchmark testing for two reasons. First, since no CPU
version of the coupled solver was developed, we have no frame of reference. Second, though
we do have a CPU version of the MD solver, it was not the goal of this thesis to analyze in
detail the nature of the GPU, but rather to utilize it as a tool. However, we have found that
the MD solver performs approximately 5−10x faster on the GPU compared to a 2.5Ghz Intel
Core 2 Duo processor for larger problems. We found that for very small simulations (< 5, 000
molecules), the CPU and GPU performed at approximately the same speed. Because of this
small system size limitation, it is reasonable to conclude that the coupled solver may not
show as large a speedup if it were compared to an equivalent CPU version. However, we
have still shown the viability of implementing a coupled solver using a GPU, and there is
substantial promise for providing further speed up on the MD portion of the simulation.
The LBM showed a substantial increase in speed over its original version implemented
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on the CPU. For most problems solved (except for those that have very small numbers of
nodes), we see approximately a 75x speedup compare to the CPU version solved on the
aforementioned chip. The simulations performed using purely LBM typically look less than
30 minutes to execute. The CPU version would have taken almost 2 days in order to complete
this simulation. Clearly, the turnaround speed is considerably improved by implementing
this code on the GPU.
We believe that the effort put forth towards implementing these codes on the GPU was
well-spent, considering the speedups gained, especially with the LBM code. Though imple-
mentation of scientific computer codes on a GPU are limited, these early implementations
show the strong advantages that GPUs offer.
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Chapter 4
Straight Channel Study
In this chapter, a study is performed on a straight channel. The straight channel is simulated
using Molecular Dynamics and by the coupled hybrid solver. Runs are not performed for
the Lattice Boltzmann solver since the results are trivial and similar to the MD for low
Reynolds numbers. Most results in this section are fairly straightforward and do not require
substantial detail to examine with the exception of the near wall physics predicted by MD.
Since planar channel flows are almost identical at any Reynolds number (with the exception
of developing flow length as Reynolds number is increased), few simulations are performed
per method.
4.1 Molecular Dynamics Study
4.1.1 Solver Setup
As described in Chapter 3, the MD code utilizes a leap frog integration scheme for advance-
ment of molecular position and velocities. A non-dimensional time step of 0.005 is used
for the integration scheme. At each time step, accelerations are calculated by considering
particle interaction using the Lennard-Jones potential model. Molecules are organized with
the use of cell and neighbor listing schemes to maximize efficiency of the simulation.
We simulate a straight channel with two different heights. Although the results are
nearly identical, this shows that the MD method is able to properly follow the trends that
accompany varying channel height in an atomistic solution.
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The first configuration (referred to as Channel 1) initially places molecules on a lattice
structure of size 540x18x15 - this indicates that 540 particles are placed on the horizontal
along with 18 along the vertical, and 15 molecules projected into the third dimension. The
spacing between adjacent molecules on the same line in the lattice structure is equal to σ,
which for Argon (this is used for purposes of qualitative results) has a value of 3.4 A˚. The
density of the system is set to a non-dimensional molecular density of 0.8362, which corre-
sponds to liquid Argon. This density is used to determine, based on the lattice structure,
the physical dimensions of the system being simulated, with length L, height H and depth
D, which is this case is nearly 1947 nm x 63 nm, with about 51 nm projection into the third
dimension. Although since this MD implementation is periodic, the aspect ratio of the chan-
nel is not very important, we choose this configuration to closely mimic the bellow channel
dimensions. The flow parameters and physical dimensions are summarized in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: MD planar channel domain
Channel 2 increases the height by changing the initial placement of the molecules to
540x36x15, which in turn appropriately doubles the height of the channel. This leads to a
physical size of 1947 nm x 126 nm, with the same length projection into the third dimension
as the original.
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The gravity factor is chosen to be 0.02, with a non-dimensional temperature of the
walls set to 1. Velocity vectors are assigned with random direction to each molecule and a
magnitude scaled to a constant proportional to the wall temperature. Periodic boundary
conditions are enforced at the inlet and outlet and as previously discussed and no other
boundary conditions are actively enforced besides the stochastic wall condition.
The system is allowed 100,000 timesteps to reach a converged state, and then the sim-
ulation is averaged over 50,000 timesteps. Averaging occurs in a bin array of 1500x200,
with a single bin extending into the third dimension. Having only a single bin in the depth
dimension increases the amount of statistical averaging improving the smoothness of re-
sults. Convergence is assumed to have been reached after 100,000 timesteps, however this
can typically be confirmed by monitoring the total energy in the system, and looking for a
plateau.
Typically a Reynolds number is used to characterize a flow in a continuum simulation.
However, with atomistic methods, the viscosity is unknown. As a result, a Reynolds number
is very difficult to calculate for pure MD calculations. This makes it difficult to study the
effect of Reynolds number on an MD simulation. However, due to the length scales relative
to the flow speeds in these channels, it is safe to assume that Re << 1. In this Reynolds
number regime, Stoke’s flow should be revealed.
4.1.2 Channel 1 Results
Figure 4.2 shows the total energy of the system as the simulation progresses. The system
reaches equilibrium before the averaging begins at 100,000 timesteps, indicating that the
averaging process is only dealing with statistical fluctuations, not further flow development.
Once equilibrium has been reached, the total energy in the system stays approximately
constant.
Contours of this planar channel flow are provided in Figure 4.3. We show only a small
portion of the channel, as due to periodicity the flow is identical throughout the channel.
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Figure 4.2: Total energy in channel 1 system with MD
Here, fully developed Poiseuille type flow is occurring with lengthwise homogeneity in the
flow profile. An axial flow profile in this channel is provided in Figure 4.4, where we see
a typical parabolic profile for this low Reynolds number Stoke’s flow. This profile is the
result of averaging all of the bins in the x direction at a given height, providing a smooth
continuum-like curve.
The axial velocity profile indicates that the MD is predicting slip to occur in this channel
since the velocity at the edge of the profile is non-zero. This is a reasonable result, since
we are dealing with a channel that is only 126 nm in height. In larger channels, effects of
slip could be masked due to lack of resolution near the walls. This is an important reason
to utilize atomistic methods in channels of this length scale since a continuum (or LBM, for
example) solver would not be able to materialize this slip based on the flow itself. Instead,
continuum solvers must use artificial boundary conditions. We also notice some fluctuations
near the wall, which may be due to flow near the wall being affected by the proximity to
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Figure 4.3: x-velocity contour plot in channel 1 with MD
wall molecules, previously documented by authors such as Travis [10].
Note that in both the contours and the velocity profile, a certain level of statistical noise
persists, despite the averaging. Since this is an atomistic code, there will always be some
statistical artifacts in the results. Averaging attempts to smooth this out, but it is nearly
impossible to come up with the smooth results associated with a typical numerical method.
We now draw attention to Figure 4.5, which plots the density in the channel as a func-
tion of the vertical position. Strong oscillatory nature prevails closest to the wall which
highlights another departure from a continuum solver. A typical continuum solver, designed
for incompressible flow, would not capture this detail near the wall, which is important for
understanding the effect that the wall has on the flow. Oscillations are quickly damped
out as regions further from the wall are considered, which relax to the input density of the
system. The oscillations rise as high as about three times the input density, and are mostly
symmetric with respect to the horizontal centerline.
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Figure 4.4: Axial velocity profile in channel 1 with MD
Figure 4.5: Density profile for channel 1 with MD
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Figure 4.6: x-velocity contour plot in channel 2 with MD
4.1.3 Channel 2 Results
Here we examine the same results as presented in the previous section for Channel 2, which
is identical to Channel 1 except that the height has been doubled.The energy readings in
the system are qualitatively identical to Channel 1, except that the energies are higher, due
to the number of particles in the system being doubled.
Figure 4.6 reveals the x-velocity contours and streamlines for this channel. Again, this
figure is similar to Figure 4.3 for Channel 1. Due to the number of particles being doubled,
with the same gravity factor applied, the system has considerably more energy, which leads
to larger magnitudes of velocity. Although the system size was doubled, the velocities have
more than tripled. This shows the non-linear relationship between number of particles and
flow speeds, with constant gravity applied. We also note that the representation of data
is considerably smoother than for Channel 1 in Figure 4.3. The averaging resolution was
not changed for these runs, but since more molecules are available to average, statistical
fluctuations are further damped.
The density distribution near the surface also matches qualitatively with the results of
channel 1. The major difference between this result and Figure 4.5 belonging to channel
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Figure 4.7: Axial velocity profile in channel 2 with MD
1 is the amount of the channel that is occupied by the oscillations. The density plot from
channel 2 reveals that the oscillations occupy a smaller portion of this channel than is the
case with the smaller channel. Accounting for the dimensionality of the two channels, the
oscillatory effects occupy roughly the same physical dimension–about 25 nm for both chan-
nels. Interestingly, channel 1 has larger maximum oscillations in the density than channel
2, possibly due to a lack of sufficient resolution in the larger channel. It is also possible that
the proximity of the oscillations on each wall relative to each other has a feedback effect
causing larger oscillations.
Travis [10] previously showed that typical continuum solvers fail to represent flows prop-
erly at channel sizes of 5-10 molecular diameters, or 17-34 nm for liquid argon. The density
oscillation width falls within this regime–indicating that it is likely as the channel decreases
further in size, the oscillatory effects on each wall may interact more, resulting in flow that
is moreso incorrectly predicted with a continuum solver.
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Figure 4.8: Density profile for channel 2 with MD
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These results provide qualitative validation of the MD solver by showing how physics
are revealed as expected. Additionally, the advantages that an atomistic solver like MD has
over its continuum counterparts are highlighted.
The main disadvantage of the MD simulation is the amount of time necessary to run.
Although this GPU implementation is around 5-10x faster than the original CPU version,
it still takes reasonably long to integrate to a converged solution. A continuum simulation
running with an arrangement of nodes equivalent to the initial lattice structure prescribed
for this MD simulation would take far less time to develop a solution–in large part due to
the excessive amounts of averaging required by MD to achieve results that have dampened
statistical fluctuations.
4.2 Coupled Study
In this section, we study a planar channel using the hybrid methodology. The coupling
procedure involves mapping the ghost nodes of the LBM onto the MD averaging cells with
a bilinear interpolation method for enforcement of MD velocities on the LBM simulation.
In the reverse direction, the force cells of the MD are mapped onto corresponding interior
nodes of the LBM to enforce the continuum condition on the MD. Both of these mapping
procedures use bilinear interpolation methods to ensure that the imposed velocities are well
matched. The velocities imposed on the LBM by the MD must be scaled and symmetrisized
to ensure mass conservation and to dampen statistical fluctuations produced by the MD.
4.2.1 Coupling Setup
The hybrid solver uses a single boundary input file. Based on overlap specifications, the
solver generates individual boundary files for the MD and LBM solvers to interpret. We
design the planar channel such that the LBM occupies 8/9 of the channel, the MD occupies
2/9 and the overlap region consists of 1/9 of the channel’s height. If the height of the channel
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Figure 4.9: Setup of coupling in planar channel
is H, then this translates to HMD = 0.222H ,HLBM = 0.888H and HMD∩LBM = 0.111H
for the respective heights of the MD, LBM and overlap regions. Figure 4.9 summarizes this
geometric setup. Based on the parameters specified by the MD solver, this channel has a
physical dimension of H = 193.8 nm.
We jump-start the simulation by running the LBM portion with no-slip conditions at
its boundaries. This simulation is run to convergence and the velocity vectors parsed from
the results are enforced on the MD. The MD also runs to atomistic convergence based on
total energy. This process is repeated until the LBM and MD’s convergence criteria are met
between hybrid iterations.
4.2.2 Molecular Dynamics Setup
The molecular dynamics portion of this coupled simulation is initialized with 54 molecules
along the vertical for the entire channel (as if the coupling procedure was not being per-
formed). Since the MD occupies 2/9 of the channel, this reduces to about 12 molecules along
the vertical. This gives 6 molecules initialized near each of the walls in this domain. Authors
such as Travis [10] have specified this amount as the limit of manifestation of non-continuum
effects. As a result, we believe this is ideal to capture the near wall effects without wast-
ing any computation on parts of the domain that the LBM can handle. 100 particles are
specified along the horizontal with 15 into the depth dimension.
We use the usual boundary conditions for MD with periodicity in the x and z directions
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and stochastic wall conditions at the exterior wall and the interface between LBM and MD.
This is a similar method to that used by Werder et. al. [47]. The stochastic reflecting wall
at the interface effectively serves as a moving wall when the velocities processed from the
LBM are applied onto the force cells at the interface. Essentially, the MD becomes shear
driven based off the LBM solution of each hybrid iteration.
4.2.3 Lattice Boltzmann Setup
The LBM simulation uses an initial grid size based on the entire channel of 150x90 with
grid spacing dx = 0.1. In this hybrid simulation, this reduces to about 150x80. With these
dimensions, the aspect ratio provided by MD is closely matched by the LBM. We specify
a plug flow at the inlet and outlet with a magnitude of 0.1 to simulate a periodic flow to
match the MD’s condition. For this simulation, the Reynolds number is defined as:
Re =
Vin,outH
ν
(4.1)
We specify ν = 1, resulting in Re = 4.5 for this simulation. A low Reynolds number is
intended, since we know the flow that MD can produce is in the Stoke’s flow regime.
4.2.4 Results
Regarding presentation of results, note that the MD and LBM utilize different grid spacings.
Therefore, it is difficult to produce ordered results for the two methods which is required for
plotting streamlines or contours with TecPlot. Therefore, results are provided in the form
of velocity vectors of the combined flow field. This hybrid simulation required 54 coupled
iterations for the LBM to reach convergence and for the total energy of MD to plateau.
Figure 4.10 is a vector plot that magnifies a portion of the overlap region and wall halfway
through the channel. We first notice that the MD is fairly noisy in its resultant velocity vec-
tors compared to the LBM. Figures previously shown of MD results in a planar channel had
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been additionally averaged lengthwise resulting in smoother results. For example, though we
would expect there to be no movement in the y−direction, some of the MD vectors display
some normal motion. However, these normal velocities are minimal and likely due to noise in
the data. This is not reflected in the LBM data because y−velocity data was not exchanged
in the coupling process.
In the overlap region, it is clear that the MD and LBM are well matched (with the
exception of the x−velocity for some nodes). The LBM continues to predict the flow beyond
the coupled region, as does the MD near the wall. At the wall, we show non-zero velocity
vectors predicted by the MD. However, due to lack of lengthwise averaging available, we are
unable to claim if slip is being predicted or if these vectors are merely statistical noise.
These results are limited but show the viability of this coupled solver for solving a planar
channel domain. In the coupled simulation, we only require 18,000 molecules to simulate
the MD portion. If MD were solving this entire domain, we would require 4.5 times more
particles, or 81,000 particles. Each iteration not only takes longer in a larger simulation,
but more iterations are required to converge. Especially in much larger channels, perhaps if
a channel on the order of a micron were to be simulated, it would require millions of MD
particles. With a coupled approach, it may require as few as 18,000, with a continuum type
solver handling the remaining domain at a fraction of the computational cost. This would
be many orders of magnitude faster than a purely atomistic simulation.
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Figure 4.10: Vector plot halfway through coupled channel flow, overlap zoom-in
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Chapter 5
Bellow Channel Study
In this chapter, we consider the flow physics inside a furrowed or bellow type channel. We
use MD to predict the flow in a qualitative example of a bellowed channel and examine the
flow characteristics with respect to x-velocity and streamline formation, and the nature of
slip and density oscillations. Higher Reynolds numbers are simulated with LBM to examine
attachment and recirculation physics.
The bellow channel is shown with relevant geometric parameters in Figure 5.1. The
complex boundary logic is used to define segments that will form this geometry, with the
appropriate normal vectors to these segments. This geometry is characterized by 10 bellow
waves of wavelength λ, with amplitude a. The minimum height of the channel, equal to
the portion of the channel that is planar, is Hmin. The maximum height of the channel is
likewise referred to as Hmax. The average height of the channel Havg = (Hmin + Hmax)/2.
This average height is used by the LBM solver to serve as the characteristic length scale for
the Reynolds number. We add an inlet and outlet (not pictured) section, both equal to λ
in length. We study channels defined by the ratios a/Havg and λ/Havg. These factors will
adjust how compact the waves are compared to the height and how densely the waves are
packed lengthwise. We first solve flow through this type of channel with the MD solver for
a representative case (Stoke’s flow), and the results are examined qualitatively. Since the
LBM is capable of studying higher Reynolds number phenomena, we examine the effect of
the Reynolds number on a particular set of the geometric factors, and look at detachment
and recirculation phenomena.
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Figure 5.1: Bellowed geometry
5.1 Molecular Dynamics Study
5.1.1 Solver Setup
The setup of the MD problem remains nearly the same as for the planar channel case, except
with the addition of complex geometry. As discussed in Chapter 3, segment logic is intro-
duced to mark MD cells as outside or inside the simulation domain. This in conjunction with
proper enforcement of stochastic wall conditions allows the simulation of complex bellowed
and wavy geometries.
We simulate just one geometry with the same system size as the second planar chan-
nel, since the qualitative trends of doubling system size were revealed in Chapter 4. The
second channel is chosen since more particles yield superior statistical averaging, producing
smoother results. The straight channel was designed to have exactly the same number of
molecules in a height Havg in this bellow geometry. The bellowed channel geometry cor-
responds to the ratios a/Havg = 0.2692 and λ/Havg = 1.08. As with the straight channel
study, 100,000 timesteps is allowed for the simulation to reach a converged state, and then
the simulation is averaged over 50,000 timesteps in a bin array of 1500x200.
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Figure 5.2: Total energy in bellow channel with MD
5.1.2 Results
Results in this section are presented systematically in the same fashion as for the planar
channel. Figure 5.2 shows a plot of the total energy in the system as a function of iteration
count. Contours of the x-velocity with streamlines for this simulation are plotted in Fig-
ure 5.3. We see that the streamlines behave as expected for a low Reynolds number attached
flow. Note that the streamlines do not continue in the expanded portion of the bellows–this
is because fewer particles entered these regions compared to the core flow, thereby limiting
good statistical averaging of the data. Increasing the number of particles in the depth di-
mension or averaging for a longer time would smooth this data and allow contours to be
plotted throughout the domain. The contours are similar to the planar channel in the en-
trance region, with fully developed flow, until the flow expands into the bellows. The figure
only displays the first few bellows; the remaining bellows look identical. Likewise, we also
do not plot the outlet region, since it matches with the inlet channel.
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Figure 5.3: x-velocity contour plot with streamlines for bellow channel with MD
Velocity profiles at various axial positions are plotted in Figure 5.4. The data is much
noisier than the planar channel data–this is because lengthwise averaging limited due to the
varying cross sections of this geometry. Averaging was performed at axial positions with the
same cross sectional area to improve results; the inlet section was averaged over its entire
domain yielding further improvement in smoothness. As a result, the figures are plotted
with data points rather than lines to show the scatter of the data. Here, we see the fully
developed flow that exists in the entrance and exit planar channel domain. At the center of
a characteristic bellow, we see that the profile has flattened out due to the expansion in the
bellow. Note that no negative velocities exist in the bellow, revealing a lack of recirculation
that is indicative of low Reynolds number Stoke’s flow behavior. At Havg,we see an average
between the inlet section and maximum expansion region, as expected.
The level of slip indicated by the profiles is most significant at the inlet section, likely
due to the higher flow speeds. As the cross section expands, the level of slip drops to
approximately zero as is seen in the profile captured at Havg. This is likely due to the
expansion causing lower molecular velocities, thereby decreasing the chance that particle
interactions will cause statistical ‘skipping’ across the surface.
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The density profiles at the same locations are plotted in Figure 5.5. As was the case with
the planar channel, fluctuations are most prevalent near the walls of the channel. We see
that in the inlet section, where the cross section is the smallest, the density oscillations begin
to overlap. Note that this cross section is smaller than the planar channel case, which had a
nearly overlapping density profile. It is therefore likely that non-continuum effects are most
prevalent in this portion of the geometry (as clearly shown by the slip in Figure 5.4). This
overlapping of density oscillations from the walls may be causing the maximum oscillation
to be substantially higher than the other two axial positions, however since the profile at
Havg seems to have smaller maximum oscillation than that at Hmax, it is possible these
measurements are equivalent within statistical error.
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5.2 Lattice Boltzmann Study
The Lattice Boltzmann code used for this study uses collision and streaming operators
to advance to a solution in conjunction with boundary conditions enforced with a Ghost-
Fluid method, as described in Chapter 3. The time step is equivalent (in non-dimensional
parameters) to the homogeneous x and y grid spacing.
5.2.1 Solver Setup
Like with the previous MD simulation, we simulate a bellow channel here. Since different
boundary conditions and Reynolds numbers are used in this simulation compared to MD,
the results are not exactly comparable, however trends at lower Reynolds number should
agree with the MD results. First, we alter the geometry slightly to avoid the need to simulate
developing flows. The geometry and parameters are identical to Figure 5.1, except that the
straight inlet and outlet sections have been removed. We then specify a parabolic flow at
the inlet:
V = VCL
(
1−
(
2y
Hmin
)2)
(5.1)
Here, VCL is the specified centerline velocity, and y is the position within the channel. The
Reynolds number is defined as:
Re =
VavgHavg
ν
(5.2)
Here, Vavg = 2/3VCL is the average velocity. The kinematic viscosity is represented by ν.
Due to compressibility effects in the LBM code, there are limits on the magnitudes of the
inlet velocities. To avoid issues with this, VCL is prescribed to 0.1, which is small enough to
avoid these effects. It is time consuming to generate the weighting factors on the ghost nodes
due to the expensive segment search process, therefore it is advantageous to maintain the
same scales of the geometry as well. As a result, only viscosity ν is modified when adjusting
the Reynolds number. However, care must be taken to avoid relaxation values τ , calculated
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in Equation 3.16, that approach 0.5. The grid size therefore becomes an important factor—
raising the grid size increases resolution and stability, since τ is larger with more dense grids.
However, with a more dense grid, the simulation takes longer to run.
The outlet is specified as a zero-derivative condition on the x-velocity:
∂u
∂x
∣∣∣
outlet
= 0 (5.3)
As a first order approximation, this involves simply setting the ghost node velocity values
equal to the last node inside the simulation domain at the outlet (this logic works only for
straight walls). Distribution functions are then adjusted appropriately at the ghost node.
5.2.2 Results
We first provide validation for these bellow channel runs by comparing to a recent work by
Mahmud et.al [70]. Mahmud uses an incompressible Navier-Stokes solver to solve geometry
identical to the bellow channels in this chapter. The same boundary conditions are applied
as done in Mahmud, parabolic inlet velocity and zero derivative outflow condition.
Figure 5.6 shows a point by point comparison of the data from Mahmud et. al [70]
for a bellow geometry with geometric characteristics a/Havg = 0.2692 and λ/Havg = 2.25
and Re = 200. Here, we plot the axial velocity for vertical positions above the horizontal
centerline for two different grid sizes: a coarse grid of 542 x 59 and a fine grid of 3520 x 217.
In both cases, the grid spacing dx = 0.1. Mahmud uses a boundary-fitted coordinate system
with effective dimensions of 560 x 64. We see that the results for both the coarse and fine
grids closely agree with Mahmud’s results. The largest differences exist at approximately
the average height of the channel. These differences are likely attributed to the different
computational formulations (i.e. LBM vs NS). When dealing with compressible flows, if the
density decreases across a channel, the velocity must increase (assuming uniform channel
cross section) to compensate and ensure mass conservation. Since the ‘pressure drop’ in
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LBM is manifested by a density drop, it makes sense that the our profiles would have slightly
larger magnitudes than the NS implementation developed by Mahmud. It is important to
note that although we use a grid size of 3520 x 217 for our fine mesh, because this LBM code
uses a Cartesian mesh with constant grid spacing, the minimum resolution in the channel is
at Hmin, where 65 grid nodes exist in the channel. At Hmax, the full 217 grid nodes provide
a solution.
We further provide validation that this code operates as expected by analyzing some
results of a modified bellow channel geometry at higher Reynolds numbers. Figures 5.7-
5.10 contain streamlines and x−velocity contours corresponding to various Reynolds number
of a flow through a bellow channel with geometric characteristics a/Havg = 0.2692 and
λ/Havg = 2.1538, for a series of 10 waves. The Reynolds numbers calculated are Re=20, 40,
100 and 200 respectively. The flows are captured in the first bellow for each of the Reynolds
numbers.
At Re = 20 and Re = 40, the flow is still in the Stoke’s flow regime and can be char-
acterized by laminar, attached flow. At Re = 100, we see detachment and the formation of
recirculation regions inside the bellows on the top and bottom. At this Reynolds number,
these zones are smaller and slightly angled with respect to the horizontal. At Re = 200,
almost the entire bellow is occupied by recirculation, with the core flow being approximately
bounded by Hmin, the spacing in between adjacent bellows. By running further calcula-
tions in between Re = 40 and Re = 100, we see that detachment begins at approximately
Re = 50. Mahmud et. al [70] reports separation occurring at Re = 40. Again, these slight
differences may be attributed to this work’s use of a compressible LBM solver.
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Figure 5.7: x-velocity contour plot for bellow channel with LBM, Re=20
Figure 5.8: x-velocity contour plot for bellow channel with LBM, Re=40
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Figure 5.9: x-velocity contour plot for bellow channel with LBM, Re=100
Figure 5.10: x-velocity contour plot for bellow channel with LBM, Re=200
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5.3 Coupled Study
We ultimately endeavored to use the coupled code to predict flow patterns in the bellow
channels already studied by MD and LBM individually. However, we were unable to solve
certain issues that existed with solving this type of geometry. The solver was designed
in almost all fashions to be able to solve arbitrary geometries, except that the coupling
procedure becomes substantially more involved when dealing with geometries that have the
possibility of having mass flow normal to the interface between the MD and LBM. A bellow
channel is one such case where flow may traverse the boundary.
In a straight channel, the flow is unidirectional, and as such, our lack of normal mass
flow handling did not affect the simulation results. Handling normal mass flow requires at
the very least two additional procedures during the coupling process:
• Ensuring mass conservation in MD by defining inflow and outflow cells, and transferring
molecules between these cells as dictated by the probabilities based on the magitude
of the inflow or outflow.
• Ensuring mass conservation in LBM by scaling the MD inflow and outflow inputs
such that mass conservation is ensured, and also symmetrizing the data to dampen
statistical error from the MD.
These steps are not only difficult to execute in parallel on the GPU, but tricky to ensure
that they are implemented properly. For bellow channel simulations, we found that while
the solver did not always crash, the physics of the problems were not predicted correctly.
Figure 5.11 shows an example contour from the LBM side of an attempted coupled run
after one iteration, and Figure 5.12 serves as the reference continuum solution. Note that
in this example, the geometry is not the same as was performed with the LBM and MD
solvers. Here we test a single, longer bellow than previously studied.
We see here that the velocity dies off more that would be expected as the flow approaches
the center of the bellow. As a result, mass is clearly not conserved. We suspect that the MD
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Figure 5.11: LBM-side of coupled flow through bellowed channel after one iterations
Figure 5.12: LBM reference solution for Figure 5.11
is not properly conserving mass, even though algorithms are in place to transfer particles
from velocity ’inlet’ cells to ’outlet’ cells. It is also possible that a lack of energy conservation
(we have assumed isothermal flow) may also be affecting these results.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
This work has shown that we have successfully developed three computer codes: Molecular
Dynamics, Lattice-Boltzmann, and a coupled solver. The capability of each to solve flows has
been demonstrated through analysis of planar and bellowed channel configurations, seeing
agreement with intuition of the flow physics and the literature. Additionally, this work was
implemented on a novel architecture, the Graphics Processor.
Using Molecular Dynamics, the fluid flow of liquid Argon was studied through planar
and bellow channels. Molecular Dynamics revealed the existence of slip near the walls, and
also the true nature of density oscillations near the wall. We saw that when the size of
the channel is increased, the non-continuum oscillatory effects of the density become less
pronounced. Simulations of bellow channels revealed the Stoke’s flow patterns associated
with fully attached flow. Density oscillations dominated the inlet of the channel and became
less pronounced as the channel expanded into the bellow. Some slip effects were evident in
the inlet, becoming less noticeable in the bellow. Implementation on the GPU revealed a
modest increase in speed over a modern CPU of about 4-10x.
The meso-scale Lattice Boltzmann method was utilized to solve flow through bellow
channels at increasing Reynolds numbers. We showed that this solver is correctly able
to predict the flow physics, including separation and recirculation regions. This code has
tremendous promise for simulating more complicated geometries quickly. Implementation
on the GPU showed large gains over traditional CPUs, around 50-75x.
The coupled solver was used to solve simple flow through a planar channel, demonstrating
the viability of such a solver. We found that the flow patterns developed as predicted, and
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realized the advantages that a hybrid solver holds being capable of resolving near wall effects
without the computational burden of handling an entire domain atomistically. We were not
able to demonstrate this solver’s ability to solve complex geometry due to a lack of support
for normal mass flow, as typically occurs in non-planar channels.
Further study should investigate the manifestation of slip predicted by the Molecular
Dynamics solver. Additionally channel types and input parameters may affect the occurrence
and magnitude of slip.
The Lattice Boltzmann code holds much promise to serve as a general purpose flow
solver, filling a role typically dominated by continuum solvers. More complex geometries
such as multiple angled ellipses in a cross flow would reveal new and interesting flow patterns.
Developing the capability to handle periodic boundary conditions would also allow increased
resolution in studies of bellow channels, for example. The speed up that the Graphics
Processor offer makes studying these types of channels very fast.
Future work for the hybrid formulation includes adding the capability for normal mass
flow handling, as is required for most complex geometries. Complicated and large geometries
with unknown surface slip characteristics could be simulated to shed light on the emerging
area of nanofluidics.
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